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Preface
Founded in 1977, the Division for CPA Firms is an integral part of the American 
Institute of Certified Public Accountants. The Division consists of two sections, 
the Private Companies Practice Section and the SEC Practice Section.
Together, through the Division for CPA Firms, they have this purpose:
To strive for professional excellence in the manner in which CPA firms 
practice and to assure the public of the quality of accounting and auditing 
services through an effective peer review and continuing education program.
Membership in the Division is voluntary, and a firm may join either or both 
practice sections. Although there are two sections, quality control standards 
are the same for all public accounting firms.
This directory is an alphabetic listing, by state, of firms that are members of 
the Division as of January 1, 1990. The listing shows the cities in which each 
firm had an office on that date. The 5,700 firms included in this directory 
operate over 8,000 practice offices. Those offices are staffed by 150,000 
professionals, of whom 75,000 are CPAs.
Firms that join the Division agree, among other things, to—
■ Adhere to published AICPA quality control standards.
■ Submit to peer reviews of their accounting and auditing practice every 
three years, the reports of which are available to the public.
■ Ensure that each professional staff person resident in the United States 
participates in at least 120 hours of continuing professional education 
every three years.
■ Report certain information about the firm to the Division each year, which 
is available for public inspection. (See the Appendix for the reporting 
requirements.)
Peer review provides assurance of each member firm’s commitment to the 
objectives of the Division. The scope and results of a firm’s most recent 
peer review can be determined by reading the report on the review.
That report and other information about the member firm can be obtained 
from Division staff at the address noted on the inside front cover or from the 
firm itself. Staff also will respond to questions from the public concerning 
the activities and requirements of the Division.
In its second decade of service to the profession and the public, the Division 
remains committed to the importance of continuing education and peer 
review in the quest for overall professional excellence and quality services 
from all CPA firms.

DIVISION FOR CPA FIRMS SPONSORED BY AICPA
PRIVATE COMPANIES PRACTICE SECTION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE 
(with state liaison assignments)
Robert L. Israeloff, Chairman... Israeloff, Trattner & Co., 11 Sunrise Plaza,
Valley Stream, NY 11580 (516 872-3300) (CT, NY, RI)
J. Frank Betts... Eubank & Betts, P.O. Box 16090, Jackson, MS 39236
(601 982-1282) (AL, MS, TN)
Laura McAllister Bills.. .Own Account, 1716E Mileground, Morgantown,
WV 26505 (304 296-8177) (KY, WV)
Stephen K. Bjorkman... Dale E. Gruntorad & Co., 202 South 11 St.,
Ste. 201, Lincoln, NE 68508 (402 475-4004) (NE, ND, SD)
Joseph R. Call... Rudd & Company/Chartered, 725 South Woodruff Ave.,
Idaho Falls, ID 83401 (208 529-9276) (ID, MT, NV)
Peter N. Chase... Peter N. Chase, CPA, PC., 9293 Corporate Circle,
Manassas, VA 22110 (703 361-7114) (NC, VA)
Raymond D. Falconetti... Faw, Casson & Co., 885 South Governors Ave.,
P.O. Box 516, Dover, DE 19901 (302 674-4305) (DE, NJ)
Donley Dwayne Fedders.. .Williams & Company, 814 Pierce St.,
Sioux City, IA 51102 (712 252-4041) (IA, MN, MO)
Lewis B. Frauenthal... Frauenthal & Associates Co., 1111 Chester Ave.,
Ste. 800, Cleveland, OH 44114 (216 781-6106) (OH, PA)
David D. Green.. .Alder, Green & Hasson, 10920 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1200,
Los Angeles, CA 90024 (213 208-1200) (CA, HI, GU)
Robert R. Harris... Berger, Harris, McAlpin & Company, 111 Orange Ave.,
Ste. 300, Fort Pierce, FL 34950 (407 461-6120) (FL, PR, VI)
Edwin G. Jolicoeur... LeMaster & Daniels, 800 Seafirst Financial Center,
Spokane, WA 99201 (509 624-4315) (AK, OR, WA)
Ronald S. Katch.. .Katch, Tyson and Corren, 191 Waukegan Rd.,
Northfield, IL 60093 (708 446-0550) (IL, Wl)
Steven Kaufman.. .WS&B/Kaufman, P.A., 6931 Arlington Rd., Ste. 400,
Bethesda, MD 20814 (301 657-1910) (DC, MD)
James F. Kimmons, Sr... .Own Account, 303 Fourth Ave., NE, Eastman,
GA 31023 (912 374-5442) (GA, SC)
Bernard S. Lauterbach... Lauterbach, Borschow & Co., 715 North Oregon St., 
El Paso, TX 79902 (915 544-6950) (NM, TX)
Gregory H. Lurie. . .Own Account, 292 Washington Avenue Extension,
Albany, NY 12203 (518 456-4094) (MA, ME, NH, VT)
James P. Luton, Jr.. .. Luton & Co., 16 NW 63 St., Ste. 306, P.O. Box 13069,
Oklahoma City, OK 73113 (405 848-7313) (KS, OK)
Jake L. Netterville... Postlethwaite & Netterville, 8550 United Plaza Blvd.,
Ste. 1001, Baton Rouge, LA 70809 (504 922-4600) (AR, LA)
C. David Stauffer.. .Stauffer & Company, 102 South Tejon Street, #600, 
Colorado Springs, CO 30903 (719 275-7449) (AZ, CO, UT, WY)
James D Winemiller... Blue & Company, 9100 Keystone Crossing, Ste. 500, 




SEC PRACTICE SECTION EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
Robert D. Neary, Chairman... Ernst & Young, 2000 National City Center, 
Cleveland, OH 44114 (216 861-5000)
Robert K. Bowen... Hansen, Barnett & Maxwell, 345 East Broadway,
Salt Lake City, UT 84111 (801 532-2200)
Ronald S. Cohen.. .Crowe, Chizek & Company, 330 East Jefferson Blvd.,
RO. Box 7, South Bend, IN 46624 (219 232-3992)
Paul F. Demgen.. .Causey, Demgen & Moore, 1801 California St.,
Ste. 4650, Denver, CO 80202 (303 296-2229)
Al A. Finci... BDO Seidman, 9100 Wilshire Blvd., Beverly Hills, CA 
90212-3475 (213 273-2782)
Ned A. Futter.. .Wiss & Company, 354 Eisenhower Parkway, Livingston, 
NJ 07039 (201 994-9400)
Howard Groveman.. .Grant Thornton, 605 Third Ave., New York, NY 10016 
(212 599-0100)
Clarence D. Hein... Hein + Associates, 717 17 St., Ste. 1600, Denver,
CO 80202 (303 298-9600)
Philip J. Howell.. .Goodman & Company, 234 Monticello Ave., Ste. 1100, 
P.O. Box 3247, Norfolk, VA 23514 (804 624-5100)
Barry W. Huff... Deloitte & Touche, 10 Westport Road, P.O. Box 820, 
Wilton, CT 06897-0820 (203 761-3129)
William W. Kidd... Mauldin & Jenkins, 2303 Dawson Rd., P.O. Box 71549, 
Albany, GA 31707 (912 883-3343)
Irving B. Kroll... Kenneth Leventhal & Company, 2049 Century Park East, 
17th Fl., Los Angeles, CA 90067 (213 277-0880)
James B. Leach... Laventhol & Horwath, 1845 Walnut St., Philadelphia,
PA 19103 (215 299-1600)
Louis E. Levy... KPMG Peat Marwick, 767 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10153 
(212 909-5306)
LeRoy E. Martin... McGIadrey & Pullen, 1300 Midwest Plaza East, 
800 Marquette Ave., Minneapolis, MN 55402 (612 332-4300)
Vincent M. O’Reilly.. .Coopers & Lybrand, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, 
New York, NY 10020 (212 536-2000)
Frank A. Rossi.. .Arthur Andersen & Co., 33 West Monroe St., Chicago,
IL 60603 (312 580-0033)
Mahlon Rubin. . .Rubin, Brown, Gornstein &Co., 230 South Bemiston
Ave., St. Louis, MO 63105 (314 727-8150)
Arthur Siegel... Price Waterhouse, 1251 Avenue of the Americas, 





Aldridge Borden & Company PC
Montgomery




Banks Finley White & Co
Birmingham
Barr Brunson Wilkerson & Bowden PC
Enterprise
Beason Cutter & Nalley PC
Huntsville
Bibb Crabtree & Snellgrove PC
Huntsville
Blankenship Lamar Gilliland & Hicks
Montgomery
Borland Benefield Crawford Webster 
& Jeffares PC
Birmingham, Florence
Brannan Bagwell and Mercer PC
Huntsville




Carr Moore & Assoc PC
Birmingham
Cherry Bekaert & Holland
Birmingham, Mobile, Montgomery
Christian Bookout & Denaburg PC
Birmingham








Robert R Davis and Company PC
Atmore
William G Davis & Associates
Anniston




Dent Baker & McDowell
Birmingham






Johnny C Fricke Jr PC
Cullman
Furniss Vaughan & Co PC
Selma
Gant Croft & Associates PC
Scottsboro








Hullett Kellum & McKinney PC
Birmingham, Clanton
Jackson Thornton & Co
Dothan, Montgomery, Prattville, Wetumpka
Odis F James Jr
Deatsville
Jamison Money Farmer & Company PC
Birmingham, Tuscaloosa
Jessup Palmer & Company PC
Aliceville, Tuscaloosa
Charles R Johnson PC
Anniston
Gordon S Jones & Company PC
Andalusia





Kirkland & Company of Birmingham PC
Birmingham










Lawrence & Lawrence PC
Daphne, Mobile
Russell Thompson Butler & Houston
Mobile
Lehmann Ullman and Barclay
Birmingham, Greenville
Seibert Baxter & Co PC
Mobile










J Allison Smith 
Moulton
Lovoy Summerville & Co PC
Birmingham, Sumiton
Tanner & Co PC
Mobile








Martin Stuedeman & Associates PC
Birmingham
Warren Averett Kimbrough & Marino PC
Birmingham
McClenny and Patrick 
Tuscaloosa
Wear Howell & Strickland 
Decatur




McGriff Dowdy & Associates PC
Albertville, Fort Payne, Huntsville






Morrison and Smith 
Tuscaloosa




R E Ohnich PA
Birmingham




S F Parker & Co PC
Brewton, Fairhope, Foley, Gulf Shores, 
Mobile
























Hogan Mecham Richardson & Co
Ketchikan












Obendorf Tuter & Lambe PC
Soldotna














Stock Walsh & Kelliher Inc
Fairbanks
F M Strand PC
Anchorage
Thomas Head & Greisen PC
Anchorage




Abalos & Assoc PC
Phoenix
Deanna J Durkee 
Scottsdale
Addison Roberts & Ludwig
Tucson
Eide Helmeke & Co
Phoenix




Anderson Church & Co
Tempe




Donna L Fagan 
Prescott
G Bernard Barry Ltd 
Phoenix
Feuer & Solomon Ltd
Phoenix
James D Beaton PC
Tempe
Finerman & Associates PC
Phoenix
Thomas J Blair PC
Tucson








Frost & Company PC
Flagstaff
Dennis R Brown PC
Phoenix
Gallant & Company PC
Phoenix, Tempe








Clifton Gunderson & Co
Tucson










Cotton Parker Johnson & Co PC
Phoenix, Tucson
Heinfeld and Meech PC
Tucson






Henricks Holt McKenna & Co Ltd
Phoenix
Daymon & Associates 
Tucson
Henry & Horne
Casa Grande, Chandler, Coolidge, Eloy,
Deloitte & Touche
Phoenix, Tucson
Mesa, Payson, Phoenix, Pinetop, 
Scottsdale, Show Low, Sun City, 
Tempe, Tucson
ARIZONA 5
Robert F Hockensmith PC
Phoenix
M A Malik PC
Phoenix
C Fred Hoenes 
Phoenix






Jacobson Tolman & Associates PC
Globe, Safford




Miller Wagner & Company Ltd
Phoenix
Fredrick M Johnson 
Mesa




Moody Nation & Smith 
Phoenix
Kaplan & Company PC
Phoenix




Murray & Murray PC
Phoenix
Klecka Wilkins & Klecka
Phoenix
Lynn C Myers Ltd
Peoria




Craig A Koopman PC
Scottsdale






















Joseph F LeMaitre III
Tempe
Rauch Gehringer Hermanson & 
Scardello Ltd
Phoenix
Donald R Leo & Company Ltd
Phoenix Regier Carr & Monroe 
Tucson
Paul R LePage Jr
Phoenix N Terryl Rogers & Assoc PC
Gilbert, Tempe
Kenneth Leventhal & Company
Phoenix Robert H Rogers Ltd
Tucson
Gerald Levy Ltd 
Phoenix Rubenstein Olson & Melrose PC
Phoenix
Bruce A Liette PC
Tucson Schwark Vaughan & Company
Yuma
6 ARIZONA
Secore & Niedzialek PC
Phoenix
Seely Mullins & Associates PC
Avondale, Glendale, Payson












R C Thornton & Company
Phoenix
Toback & Company PC
Mesa, Phoenix








Virchow Krause & Company
Scottsdale
Walker & Armstrong
Litchfield Park, Phoenix, Scottsdale
Walmsley Fitzpatrick & Kelly
Casa Grande, Phoenix
Alan J Wood PC
Tempe








Baer & Thessing Ltd
Little Rock
Baird Kurtz & Dobson
Duma, Fayetteville, Fort Smith,
Little Rock, Pine Bluff
























Freeman Rodgers & Company
Jonesboro










Hudson Killingsworth & Company
Berryville, Harrison
Jones Worlow White & Stringer Ltd
Jonesboro
Jordan Woosley Crone & Keaton Ltd
Hot Springs






Kremer & Associates Ltd
Little Rock
Lovett & Foster Ltd









Rasco Burris & Winter
Little Rock






C Dale Stuart Jr
Rogers




Wentworth & Olson PC
Mountain View






Aaron Blum & Collier
San Francisco
Abbott Stringham & Lynch AC
Campbell




Alder Green & Hasson
Los Angeles
Allen & Cook Inc





A & D Althouse
La Mesa
F Altman & Company
Los Angeles
Altschuler Melvoin and Glasser
Los Angeles
Arthur Andersen & Co
Irvine, Los Angeles, Oakland, Sacramento, 





Anderson & Stables AC
Morgan Hill, San Jose















































Baranov & Baranov AC
San Diego
Barbich Longcrier Hooper & King
Bakersfield















Bartlett Pringle & Wolf
Santa Barbara
Rolland M Boceta & Associates
Walnut
BDO Seidman
Beverly Hills, La Mesa, Orange, 












Vernon Bell & Associates
Pasadena
Stockton

















Brennan Jacobs & Co
Bakersfield
Benson & Neff
San Francisco Breskin & Mullen Inc
Orange
Benson Benson and Co
Larkspur Broman & Greig
Santa Monica
Bernotas AC
Downey Brooks Stednitz & Rhodes AC
San Jose
Martin Bicker
Palo Alto David H Brotemarkle
Santa Monica
Deborah Francile Bieber
South Pasadena Brown & Hecox
Sherman Oaks
Biller Frith-Smith & Archibald AC
Tarzana Brown & Weir AC
Encino
Walter D Birch
Manhattan Beach Brown AC
Irvine
Leonard G Birnbaum & Co
Mountain View, San Diego Clyde W Brown Associates
Salinas
Michael A Black
Downey E Keith Brown & Company
San Jose
Blas Goldstein & Campbell 
Watsonville Roger A Brown & Company
Pasadena
10 CALIFORNIA
























Bunn Coberly & Gane
San Francisco
John J Cheng Inc AC
San Diego
Mary E Bunnell 
Auburn
Harold W Chiasson 
Arcadia
Burgess & Company Inc
San Francisco
Terence K W Ching 
Millbrae






















Frank J Chu PC
Alhambra
Cairns Hugins & Company
Carlsbad, Escondido
Joseph Clare & Company PC 
San Francisco
Caldwell Becker Dervin Petrick & 
Company
Woodland Hills






Clumeck Stern Phillips & Schwartz
Capin Crouse & Co
Ontario
Encino









Stanley M Carrothers AC 
Sacramento
Los Angeles











Dalmas & Lu PC
San Bruno
John R Collura AC
San Diego
Damitz Brooks Nightingale Turner & 
Morrisset PC
Santa Barbara
Comins Schenkelberg & Weiner Inc
Sherman Oaks Damore Hamric & Schneider Inc
Sacramento
Conrad & Associates 
Irvine Daniells Phillips Vaughan & Bock 
Bakersfield
Considine & Considine AC
San Diego John R Daries PC
Salinas
Richard L Cook AC
Carson Daubenbis Lunden & Co
Garden Grove
Cooney & Phair
Newport Beach Jerry A De Ainza
Irvine
Cooper & Kerr AC
San Rafael DeMarta & Norwalk
Fremont
Cooper Moss Resnick & Co
Van Nuys Charles G De Versecy
Monterey
Coopers & Lybrand
Los Angeles, Menlo Park, Newport 
Beach, Oakland, Sacramento, 
San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, 
Sherman Oaks




Coradino Hickey & Hanson AC
La Jolla Deloitte & Touche
Century City, Costa Mesa, Fresno,
Costello and Company
Ventura
Hollister, Irvine, Long Beach, 
Los Angeles, Oakland, Oxnard, 
Sacramento, Salinas, San Diego,
Cowell Pirrone Varela 
Fremont










Gary M Cramer 
Los Angeles
Armand J DeStefani PC 
Susanville
Crawford & Wubbels Incorporated 
San Jose




George Di Gaetano PC
Fountain Valley
Crook Telschow & Associates PC 
Ukiah
Donoho Cohn & Co Inc
Sacramento









Douglas Connerty & Company
Sacramento








Duncan & Duncan AC
Santa Barbara
Eadie and Payne









Elwood & Espina Incorporated
San Mateo
Ernst & Young
Bakersfield, Century City, Fresno, 
Los Angeles, Orange County, Palo Alto, 
Rancho Cucamonga, Riverside, 
Sacramento, San Diego, San Francisco, 
San Jose, Walnut Creek, Woodland Hills








Robert Faller & Company
Woodland Hills
Faulkinbury and Yeagley PC
Whittier










Joel C Fisher PC
Anaheim




Fitzgerald Freeman Dubina & Johnson
San Diego




Frank Rimerman & Co
Menlo Park, San Jose
Frazer and Torbet
City of Industry, Visalia










S J Gallina & Co
Oakland, Sacramento
Lawrence S Ganzer AC
Woodland Hills

























Gish Seiden Kline & Co
Sherman Oaks
Given Finkel & Co
Santa Monica
Glantz & Sauter AC
Lomita
Glenn Burdette Phillips and Bryson
San Luis Obispo














Gordon Fishburn and Company
Los Angeles















Irvine, Los Angeles, Sacramento, 





William H Green PC
La Mesa
Greene Nakahara & Lew AC
Oakland
Grice Lund & Tarkington
Encinitas, Escondido
Grimshaw & McCarthy PC
Santa Ana












































Paul D Hancock AC
San Jose




Hanson Rotter & Green
Carmel
Harabedian Hall & Co
Los Angeles
Harb Levy & Weiland





Hart & VandenBerg Inc
Whittier






Haynie & Company PC
Costa Mesa
Heffner Wright & Fallon Inc
Los Angeles
Helsley Mulcahy & Fesler
Tustin
Hemming Morse Inc
























Palo Alto, San Francisco
Betty J Hoover
Los Angeles
















Jerry D Hugo AC
Lodi
CALIFORNIA 15

























Jennings Levy & Co
Beverly Hills














Kahan Seltzer & Eckstein
Beverly Hills




















Kellogg & Andelson AC
West Hollywood












Theodore S Kimball Jr
Highland
Kimbell McKenna & Von Kaschnitz
Alameda, Walnut Creek
King Henslee & Jackson
Newport Beach
King King & Alleman AC
Burbank
Robert W King & Co
Irvine




Kiretien & Klein Inc
Sacramento
16 CALIFORNIA
Douglas A Laugero 
Modesto
John J Kirth and Company 
Lindsay
Lautze & Lautze AC
Oakland, San Francisco, San Jose
E Edward Kissinger AC
Northridge
Laventhol & Horwath
Costa Mesa, Los Angeles, San Diego, 
San Francisco
W J Kling AC 
Chatsworth Leaf and Cole
San Diego
Walter William Knauss III
Thousand Oaks John S Lee
Monterey Park
Thomas K Knox & Co Inc 
Lancaster Kam P Lee AC
San Gabriel
Steven A Kovary & Co
Torrance Lee Sperling Hisamune AC
Glendale
KPMG Peat Marwick
Costa Mesa, Long Beach, Los Angeles, 
Newport Beach, Oakland, Ontario, 
Oxnard, Palo Alto, Sacramento, 
San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, 







Kenneth Leventhal & Company
Los Angeles, Newport Beach, 
San Diego, San Francisco
Terry E Krieg 
Pleasant Hill Ernest M Lever
Beverly Hills
Janet Lee Krochman
Costa Mesa Levine Cooper Spiegel & Co 
Los Angeles
Richard James Kuhwarth
Grass Valley Levitz Zacks & Ciceric
San Diego
Kupperberg Damasco & Associates AC
San Francisco Lindquist Von Husen & Joyce 
San Francisco
Dorothy H Labastida 
Santa Maria Jan Corwin Lindsay
Ventura
Timothy R Lafranchi 




Lance Soli & Lunghard
Whittier




Landsman Frank and Sinclair AC
Beverly Hills Michael D Little AC
Tustin
Landucci Bick Matter & Johnston
Davis, Woodland Lawrence J Lococo and Company 
San Anselmo
Charlie W Langley 
Westminster Kevin A Loney 
San Jose



















A Dean Lynn AC
Chatsworth














Maria Bituin G Mamaril
Los Angeles




Martin Linger & Co
Fresno
Martin Paddock & Boyle Inc
Newport Beach, Orange




Maryanov Madsen Gordon and
Campbell
Palm Desert, Palm Springs
Robert C Mast
Redwood City
Pryor M Mathis Jr
Hanford










McDougal & Co Inc
Sacramento
McGIadrey & Pullen
Anaheim, Pasadena, San Bernardino, 
San Diego
McGowan Thompson & Starlin PC
Santa Barbara



















Miller Kaplan Arase & Co
North Hollywood
Miller Ward & Company
Los Angeles




Miranda Strabala & Associates
Santa Ana
18 CALIFORNIA








Joel D Momeen 
Napa
Nemirow Financial Services 
Seal Beach
Monroy Moreno & Kennerson AC
El Centro
Nerdrum & Williams 
Thousand Oaks
Gregory M Montagna 
Irvine
Ilona I Neumann 
La Mesa





































Costa Mesa, Los Angeles, Montclair, 
Sacramento, San Francisco, Santa Rosa, 
Stockton, Walnut Creek
Odenberg Ullakko Muranishi & Co AC
San Francisco
Eugene L Oftedahl Inc 
La Mesa
Martin Alan Moss
Encino Melvin E Oliver 
Oroville




Westlake Village Terri Ann Olshefsky 
Tustin
Murphy Green & Company
Fort Bragg, Mendocino Glenn Oppenheim AC
Culver City
Murray and Donovan PC
Sacramento Robert A Ortalda Jr
Redwood City
Nanas Stern Biers Neinstein and Co
Beverly Hills Julius A Otto
Covina
Brian S Nathanson 







Poortinga Mead & Gibson Inc 
Fullerton
Pannell Kerr Forster
Brentwood, Irvine, Los Angeles, 
San Diego, San Francisco
Jerome K Porter AC
Corte Madera
Lyle L Potts




Parrish & Peterson AC
San Jose
Bakersfield, Century City, Long Beach, 
Los Angeles, Menlo Park, Newport Beach, 
Oakland, Palo Alto, Riverside, Sacramento,
Pearson Del Prete & Co
Burlingame, Palo Alto, Redwood City
San Diego, San Francisco, San Jose, 
Santa Monica, Walnut Creek, 
Woodland Hills
Pehl Cobb Foutz & Foutz PC
Hemet Zafar Qureshi
Van Nuys
Peri and Company Inc 
Santa Barbara Raikow & Co
Woodland Hills
Julius Perler 





Perry Hay & Chu
Encino Reardon McCallum & Company
Rancho Cucamonga, Upland
Perry-Smith & Co
Sacramento David M Reff AC
Studio City
Peterson & Associates
Marina Del Rey Raymond Regalado 
Ontario
Peterson & Co
La Jolla Charles Francis Reichel
Healdsburg
David L Peterson 
Walnut Creek Henry Reimers AC
Yuba City
John F Pfaffl & Co 
Burbank Donald C Reynolds 
Corona
Planner & Company AC 
Sacramento Edward W Riback PC 
Alameda
David Phifer & Associates
Sherman Oaks Bruce W Rich 
Stockton
Christopher J Philbin AC
Yorba Linda Michele Riley PC
Solana Beach
Phillips Olson & Prince
Santa Rosa, St Helena Thomas J Ritter 
Calabasas
George W Plane Inc
San Jose Roberts & Bryant AC 
San Jose
Steven R Pines 
Los Angeles Roberts & Wright 
Bakersfield
E Eugene Platt Inc 
San Bernardino Rogers Anderson Malody & Scott 
San Bernardino
20 CALIFORNIA
Rogers Cullen Couch and Damazo AC
Covina, Upland
Shain and Cohen PC
Sherman Oaks




J D Roorda Company Inc 
Riverside




0 Ray Sheets AC
Los Banos
J M Rose AC
Woodland Hills














Roth Bookstein & Zaslow
Los Angeles
Silva & Silva AC
Brea
Rushall Reital & Randall
Solana Beach








Gary C Simonian & Co AC
Fresno
Dale L St Claire 
Bakersfield
Singer Lewak Greenbaum & Goldstein 
Los Angeles, Santa Ana
Salas & Giacinto
El Toro
A D Singleton & Company Inc 
Escondido
Verne G Sanders AC
Cameron Park




Stanley Sloman AC 
Encino
Edward J Schneider Jr
Stockton
Slover & Lotspeich AC
Chico
Schramm Kuhn & Co Inc
Santa Ana
Smith & Lange 
San Francisco




Scruggs & Company Inc
San Jose







Redwood City, San Francisco




Soares Sandall Bernacchi & Petrovich
Oxnard
CALIFORNIA 21





























Los Angeles, San Francisco
Tanner Mainstain & Hoffer 
Los Angeles
















Eric R Steinwald AC
Los Angeles
Thompson Henry & Company 
Fresno
Peter Y Stephan Inc
Woodland Hills
Thompson Noble and Company 
Sacramento










Tomaso De Pry & Del Campo 
Pasadena
Graham Stokes & Associates
Capitola








Turner Chamberlain Stephenson 
Koftinow & Polkinghorn
Modesto
Stoughton Davidson AC 
Fresno Turner Laub & Escovar
Los Angeles
Charles E Strand
Turlock LeRoy N Tuttle
Twain Harte
Sugarman & Company
San Francisco F P Uehle & Company
Huntington Beach
22 CALIFORNIA
C G Uhlenberg & Co Inc
Campbell
Urbach Kahn & Werlin PC
Los Angeles
Van Keulen & Lumer
San Francisco
Vargas Cruz & Patel
San Jose, Vallejo
Gilbert Vasquez & Company
Los Angeles
Vavrinek Trine Day & Co
Ontario
Gregory Verdon & Co
Sacramento
Vicenti Lloyd & Stutzman
La Verne










Wallace Mah & Louie
San Francisco




Watts Campbell & Anderson AC
Fresno
Charles E Weaver PC
El Cerrito






















Jeffrey D Wilson PC
Walnut Creek
Ralph M Wilson AC
Auburn






Kenneth J Wittson AC
Woodland Hills






B David Wood AC
San Diego




Yoder Kushner & Co
Irvine
Youmans Braithwaite and Rechif
Bonita
















Arthur Andersen & Co
Denver
Anderson & Whitney PC
Denver, Greeley














Lawrence V Bialek PC
Lakewood




Bradley Francis Allen & Co
Lakewood
Brenner Gleason and Hogan PC
Denver
Brock Buchholz & Stow PC
Boulder, Fort Collins, Longmont




















Causey Demgen & Moore
Denver
Chadwick Steinkirchner Davis &
Company PC
Grand Junction




Clifton Gunderson & Co
Boulder, Denver
Coffman Foust & Co PC
Estes Park
Comiskey & Holscher PC
Aurora, Canon City
E Ray Cook III
Montrose






John J Curran PC
Denver
Deloitte & Touche
Boulder, Colorado Springs, Denver




Dollinger Smith & Co
Denver
Dorney & Associates PC
Monte Vista
24 COLORADO
Thomas J Drake PC
Buena Vista




Eakins Bratton & Assoc PC
Castle Rock




Farmer Renken & Wilmer
Durango, Lamar
Fortner Bayens Levkulich and Co PC
Denver
Bruce L Fosdick PC
Castle Rock
M Michele Gargaro PC
Arvada
Garren Stanifer & Ross Inc
Pueblo












Grimsley White & Co
La Junta, Pueblo, Rocky Ford
Gruenler & Associates PC
Denver




Hamma and Nelson PC
Denver
Handy Barnes & Haycock PC
Glenwood Springs
John M Hanson & Company PC
Denver




M R Henderson & Company PC
Colorado Springs
Michel Heneen & Co PC
Englewood
Ernest E Heuer & Company PC
Boulder, Broomfield
Higgins Meritt & Burdick PC
Aurora
Hilderbrand & Associates PC
Colorado Springs
Hines Condon & Zarlengo
Wheat Ridge




Holben Boak Cooper & Co PC
Aurora
Hoogendyk & Kent PC
Fort Collins
Hunt Spillman & Ewing PC
Fort Collins
Hunter & Associates PC
Boulder, Greeley, Gunnison
Hutchison Hugins and Fredrick
Cortez, Durango, Telluride
Arnold S Idelberg PC
Denver




Michael B Johnson & Co PC
Denver





























Paul Mitchell & Co PC
Englewood
Lambert & Associates PC
Longmont




Thomas J Monaghan PC
Denver




Levine Hughes & Mithuen Inc
Englewood
Larry W Neu & Company PC
Denver
I Leroy Likes 
Aurora
Frederick L Norman and Co Inc
Arvada
Lippa Williams & Associates
Denver
Nygren Sears and Company Inc
Colorado Springs
Mann Prolow & Associates
Broomfield




Olson Shultz & Flowers PC
Englewood













Denver, Evergreen, Fort Morgan, Sterling
James Ray Pedroja
Golden




McKenna & Jungen Inc
Durango
Pomeranz Zepelin & Co PC
Denver




Melton and Associates PC
Colorado Springs
Rhode Scripter & Associates
Boulder
Mendenhall Haskins & Co
Englewood









Saltzman Friednash Massaro &
Company PC
Denver




Shultz & Associates PC
Lakewood




















Taylor Schmitz & Associates Inc
Boulder








Van Schooneveld & Co Inc
Englewood
Wagner & White PC
Golden








Waugh & Associates PC
Colorado Springs
Weiss & Company PC
Denver
Wenner Silvestain & Company
Englewood
Ashley A Wiechmann PC
Colorado Springs
Williams Richey & Co
Denver
Wilson Downing and Associates
Wheat Ridge
Wilson Stangby & Co
Durango
Wolfe Wunsch & Associates
Boulder
Yale & Seffinger PC
Denver










Arthur Andersen & Co
Hartford, Stamford








Blum Shapiro & Company PC
Farmington
Donald S Brodeur PC
Old Saybrook, Waterford
T M Byxbee Company
Hamden
Cangiano Zdon & Dee
North Haven, Westbrook
















Hartford, New Haven, Stamford,
Waterbury, Wilton
R L DePanfilis and Co
Norwalk


















Filomeno & Company PC
West Hartford








Gelfand Winokur Chomortany &
Company PC
Fairfield
Glotzer Jones & Organek PC
Hartford
Goldblatt Bokoff & Co
Norwich
Michael T Gothie & Company
Groton







Douglas H Greene PC
Washington Depot














Edward Isaacs & Company
Stamford
Lewis J Kaufman PC
West Haven












Leask & Leask PC
Fairfield




Macare DeCaprio and Cusano PC
Branford






Morrell Phillips & Co
Berlin






















Ramey Carbone & Co PC
Danbury
Reich Rosenberg Finegold & 
Schweitzer PC
Bridgeport
Reiner & Hoff PC
Darien




Joseph J Riella and Company
Waterford
William D Shay Jr
Greenwich




Vecchitto Macca & Company PC
Rocky Hill
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Ballard Thompson & Associates PA
Christiana, Georgetown




Belfint Lyons & Shuman PA
Wilmington
Bireley & Kortvelesy PA
Bethany Beach
Cover & Rossiter PA
Montchanin
Dingle & Kane PA
Newark
Eikenberry Lank & Company
Milford, Seaford






Haggerty & Haggerty PA
Wilmington
Jefferson Moffitt & Urian PA
Dover, Georgetown, Ocean View
KPMG Peat Marwick
Wilmington
Shotz Miller & Glusman PC 
Dover
















Arthur Andersen & Co
Washington














Buchbinder Stein Tunick & Plaktin
Washington










Thomas Havey & Co
Washington
Johnson Lambert and Co
Washington
Katz Abosch Windesheim Gershman 
& Freedman PA
Washington





Kenneth Leventhal & Company
Washington


















Bert W Smith Jr & Co Chartered
Washington


















Ahearn Jasco & Company
Pompano Beach
Alessandri & Co PA
Tampa
Aliotta Fritsch & Walsh
Palm Beach Gardens
Keith Altizer & Co PA
Maitland
Arthur Andersen & Co
Fort Lauderdale, Jacksonville, Miami, 
Orlando, Sarasota, St Petersburg, 
Tallahassee, Tampa
Virginia A Anderson PA
Lutz




Averett Warmus & Durkee
Orlando
Andrew A Barnette PA
Cape Coral, Fort Myers
Batson Carnahan Doyle & Co PA
Fort Myers
Baylis & Company PA
Lakeland
BDO Seidman
Miami, Orlando, West Palm Beach
Richard I Behren
Miami
R R Beidelman PA
Jacksonville
Berger Harris McAlpin & Co Chartered
Fort Pierce, Jensen Beach, Vero Beach
Bergman and Kane PA
Boca Raton, Lauderhill, Miami, Orlando
Berkowitz Dick & Kaplan
Boca Raton, Miami
Berman Shapiro Crawford & Company
Melbourne, Merritt Island
William Bertke & Company
Amelia Island














Bray Beck & Koetter
Cocoa Beach, Melbourne, Titusville




Britz-Parker Ludwig & Master
Deland








M A Cabrera & Company PA
Fort Lauderdale
Charles E Cannon PA
Naples
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Caplan Morrison Brown & Company
Miami
Carpenter & Carpenter PA
Melbourne




Carter Belcourt & Atkinson PA













Cherkas Kruger Stein & Co PA
Fort Lauderdale, Miami
Cherry Bekaert & Holland
Clearwater, Orlando, St Petersburg, 
West Palm Beach
Chesser and Company PA
Winter Park
Christopher Smith & Gentile PA
Bradenton
Clevenger Alphonse & Co
Orange Park
Cline Garrison La Coste & Mixner
Orlando
Coates McCullar & Biggers PC
Bonifay
Concannon Gallagher Miller & Co




Fort Lauderdale, Fort Myers, Jacksonville, 
Miami, Orlando, Tampa, West Palm Beach






Kenneth L Criss PA
Atlantic Beach




Dwight Darby & Company PA
Tampa
Davis Monk Farnsworth & Company
Gainesville, Jacksonville, Ocala, 




Fort Lauderdale, Jacksonville, Miami, 
Orlando, Sarasota, St Petersburg, 
Tampa, West Palm Beach















Boca Raton, Daytona Beach, Fort 
Lauderdale, Jacksonville, Miami, 
Orlando, St Petersburg, Tallahassee, 
Tampa, West Palm Beach
Monica S Evans
Lutz







Felsing Rankin & Co PA
Longwood




Foelgner Ronz Simone & Straw PA
St Petersburg
K Harrison Folsom Jr
Miami
Forness Graham & Cottrill PA
Orlando








James E Gelbert Jr
Coral Springs
Geller Ragans James Oppenheimer & 
Creel





Girardin Baldwin & Associates
Naples
Kenneth T Gordon PA
Palm Beach Gardens
Grant Thornton
Fort Lauderdale, St Petersburg, Tampa




Grossman Weinberg & Associates PA
Boca Raton
Gruber Lindsley and Robbins PA
Fort Lauderdale




Hacker Johnson Cohen & Grieb
Tampa
Hagen Palen & Co PA
Fort Myers
Harper Van Scoik & Company











Merle F Henry PA
Fort Myers
Herb & Associates PA
Lake Worth




Hevia Beagles & Whiteman PA
St Petersburg, Tampa
Hill Barth & King
Fort Pierce, Naples, Stuart
Hilliard Ennis & Taylor PA
Jacksonville, St Augustine
R C Hitchins & Co PA
West Palm Beach










Larry K Hooper PA
Hialeah
Hoyman Oswalt & Kirk PA
Melbourne
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Hunt Stroup & Company PC
Titusville
Kuhn Raker Owen & Seland PA
Altamonte Springs




Thomas E Jennings & Company PA
Winter Haven
Lacher McDonald & Co PA
Madeira Beach
Jay F Jewett 
Miami Lakes
LaPadula Gordon & Company 
Coral Gables
James A Jimenez PA
Tampa





Coral Gables, Fort Lauderdale, Tampa, 
West Palm Beach
Jones and Kolb
Tampa Law Redd & Crona PA 
Tallahassee
W H Jones PA
Clearwater Edward M Lawler Jr
Port Charlotte
Kenneth F Kandefer
Sarasota Floyd C Lemmon
Merritt Island
Karpel & Company PA
Miami Kenneth Leventhal & Company 
Coral Gables
Kaufman Rossin & Co
Miami Lexow Brackins Koffler
Hollywood, Vero Beach
Kelly & Kelly PA 
Fort Lauderdale Fredrik S Lippman
Hollywood
Kemper CPA Group
Palm Bay London Witte & Company
Fort Lauderdale
Kerkering Barberio & Co PA
Sarasota Thomas A Lopez PA
South Miami
Michael J Kierzynski PA
Spring Hill Louis Lotterman
Coral Gables
Myles Klein PA
Miami Lovelace Roby & Company
Miami, Sarasota, St Petersburg,
Koch Zelko Roth & Reiss PA
Hollywood
Tallahassee, Winter Park
Sherman L Lubin PA
David Alan Kofsky PA
Hollywood
Miami
MacKendree & Co PA
Koivu Ruta & Company PA
Orlando
Miami
Madsen Sapp Mena Rodriguez & Co PA
KPMG Peat Marwick
Clearwater, Fort Lauderdale, Jacksonville, 
Miami, Orlando, Tampa, Vero Beach, 
West Palm Beach
Plantation








Masters Smith & Wisby PA
Jacksonville
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David P Novak Chartered 
Vero Beach
David B McAlpin 
Fort Pierce
Nowlen Holt & Miner PA
Belle Glade, West Palm Beach
McCaffrey and Ragatz PA 
Jacksonville
Nunez & Co PA
Winter Haven
McDirmit Davis & Company PA
Orlando
O’Haire Moran & Co Chartered
Vero Beach
McGIadrey & Pullen
Fort Lauderdale, West Palm Beach
Ildefonso B Ortega
Miami
McHale Ezzell & Co PA
Cape Coral, Fort Myers




R J Pacetti PA
St Augustine
Rex Meighen & Company 
Tampa












Arthur D Peffer III
Jacksonville
T C Miller & Co 
Fort Lauderdale
Pender Newkirk & Company
Tampa
Brent Millikan & Co PA
New Smyrna Beach
Sergio R Penton PA
Miami




Roderick C Moe PA
Lake Worth






James Moore & Co
Gainesville, Holly Hill, Tallahassee




Eugene Porter Jr & Associates
Miami




Steven R Mountain PA
Miami




Price & Donoghue PA
Clearwater
Natherson & Company PA 
Sarasota
Price Waterhouse
Fort Lauderdale, Jacksonville, Miami, 
Orlando, St Petersburg, Tampa, 
West Palm Beach
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Proctor Crook & Company Chartered
Stuart
Purvis Gray and Company
Gainesville, Ocala, Tallahassee
Rachlin & Cohen
Coral Gables, Fort Lauderdale
Rampell & Rampell PA
West Palm Beach
Raulerson & Santana PA
Plant City, Tampa




Riggs & Cox PA
Winter Park




Sherman L Rosenfield PA
Miami
F Leighton Rowan Jr
Palatka
Rubin & Harris PA
Fort Lauderdale
Saltmarsh Cleaveland & Gund
Fort Walton Beach, Panama City, 
Pensacola
Sanderlin & Hamlin PA
Maitland
R Blain Sanford PA
Tampa
Sanson Kline Jacomino & Co
Miami
Raul J Santiago PA
Hialeah




David M Scheinman PA
Miami
Schinder Rosenberg Weitz & Co
Hollywood
Schmidt Raines Trieste Dickenson
Adams & Co
Boca Raton
John F Schneider Sr PA
Lakeland
Schwartz Krueger & Fernandez PA
Tampa
Scutillo & Bauza PA
Coral Springs
Joseph E Sedita & Company
Plant City
Juan A Serna Jr
Miami




Shubitz Rosenbloom & Company PA
Miami
W H Simon & Company
Clearwater
Smith Crocker & Co PA
Gainesville, Ocala
Jeffrey R Smith & Associates PA
Vero Beach




Smoak Davis & Nixon
Jacksonville
Spear Safer Harmon & Co PA
Fort Lauderdale, Miami












Robert A Strang PA
Port Charlotte








Tedder Grimsley & Company PA
Lakeland, Winter Haven
Thaw Gopman & Associates PA
Miami
Thomas Beck & Wilkening PA
Orlando
Thompkins & Company PA
Miami
Elaine Malin Tiegen PA
Miami Beach




Triplett and Company PA
Gainesville
Turner Berryhill Hoffman & Waggoner
PA
Ocala
Valdes McLain Pratt & Company
Bradenton, Sarasota, Sun City Center
E E Valtorta
Clearwater




Craig A Waltzer PA
North Miami
Ronald D Warner PA
Jupiter, West Palm Beach
Gary A Watterson PA
Tallahassee
Waxman Seidenberg & Waxman
Fort Lauderdale






M R Weiser & Co
Miami
Wentzel Berry Bartlett & Swope PA
Fort Myers, Naples
Antoinette J Wheat PA
Tampa




Whitmer Brown and Maher PA
Boca Raton
Williams Blackburn & Company
Winter Park
Williams Cox Weidner & Cox
Marianna, Panama City, Tallahassee
Gregory Allen Willis
McIntosh
Workman Rhine & Co Chartered
Boca Raton
S R Wright & Co PA
Bartow
Wynn Dexter & Sampey PA
Orlando
Stephen A Yordon PA
Daytona Beach






Bryant and Company PC 
East Point
Abbott Jordan & Koon 
La Grange, Manchester






Adams Howard & Banks PC
Atlanta
Carmichael Ingle Saffert & Brasher PC 
Atlanta
J Wiley Adkins PC 
Dalton
Steve S Chen 
Chamblee
Albright Anderson & Fortenberry 
Columbus




Clayton Miller & Company 
Atlanta
Arthur Andersen & Co
Atlanta
Clemons & Johnson PC
Marietta
Ashworth & Associates PC
Tucker
Clifton Lipford & Taylor PC
Macon
Bach James Mansour & Company PC 
Atlanta










Bates Carter & Co PC
Gainesville




Ronald S Crim 
Atlanta




Bennett Thrasher & Co 
Atlanta
Dabbs Hickman Hill & Cannon 
Statesboro
Birnbrey Minsk & Minsk 
Atlanta
Daniel Pappadakis & Co 
Atlanta
Blackwell Poole & Company 
Atlanta
Davis and Upchurch 
Atlanta
J K Boatwright & Co PC 
La Grange




Joseph Decosimo and Company
Atlanta, Dalton
Bricker & Rooks PA
Norcross
Deemer Davidson Carter Higgins PC 
Stone Mountain
Brooks Worsham & Company 
Atlanta
DeLoach & Company





Hardwick Cook & Company PC
Athens, Atlanta
John C Dills Jr
Brunswick
Hargrave and Associates PC
Jonesboro








Ellis Crowe & West PC
Dalton










Evans Porter Bryan & Co
Atlanta
Hirsch Babush Neiman & Kornman
Atlanta
Finney and Moore 
Rome
Hodges Johnson Wallis & Allen 
Americus
Fountain Arrington Hoffman & Co PC
Columbus
Holland Shipes Vann PC
Atlanta
Frazier & Deeter 
Atlanta
Howard Moore & McDuffie PC
Ft Valley, Macon








Gladney & Hemrick PC
Athens, Atlanta












Philip M Juravel PC
Alpharetta
James Terry Gordon 
Norcross




L Christopher Kettles PC
Savannah
Gross Collins & Cress PC
Atlanta
Key & Key PC
Augusta




Habif Arcgeti & Wynne PC
Atlanta
James E Kinkead PC
Snellville
Haley Rootes & Associates PC
Tucker
James L Kirk II
Moultrie
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Robert E Kittrell PC
Atlanta








Lazard Curlee & Company
Savannah




F L Lindberg Jr
Atlanta
Jim D Little PC
Tucker






Marshall Jones & Co
Atlanta
Mauldin & Jenkins
Albany, Atlanta, Augusta, Douglasville,
Griffin, Macon, Marietta
Fred A Mayfield & Company
Dalton




McNair McLemore Middlebrooks & Co
Macon, Perry
Meeks Roberts Spicer Ashley & Sumner
Ocilla
William H Meldrum Jr
Powder Springs
Metcalf Zima & Company
Atlanta
John A Milam PC
Decatur
Miller Ray & Healey
Atlanta




Moore Colson & Company PC
Atlanta










O’Neal and Saul PA
Atlanta, Cumming












Phillips Casto & Co
Conyers
John D Porter PC
East Point








Read Martin Slickman & Sheats
Atlanta, Calhoun, Rome
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Gail Margolies Reid PC
Atlanta




Robins Eskew & Farmer PC
Riverdale
Robinson Grimes & Company PC
Columbus




Rushton Henry & Company
Gainesville




Scofield Traczewski & Assoc
Atlanta
Serotta Maddocks & Devanny PC
Augusta
Simmons Richey & Company PC
Atlanta
Smith & Radigan PC
Atlanta
Smith and Howard PC
Atlanta
G Michael Smith PC
Athens




Snyder Camp Stewart & Co
Norcross
Spielberg Herman Aronin & Berman PC
Atlanta
Stewart Fowler & Stalvey PC
Valdosta








Thigpen Jones Seaton & Co PC
Dublin
E F Thomas & Associates PC
Hawkinsville
Thompson and Reed PC
Atlanta
Miles K Thoroman PC
Lilburn




Truitt & Company PC
Peachtree City
D M Vickers & Associates PC
Cochran, Hawkinsville
























Clyde K Wright PC
Sandersville
Robert A Young PC
Chamblee








Pickens Borja & Filush PC
Agana, Tamuning
Gary R Wiggs
Saipan C N M I, Tamuning
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Arthur Andersen & Co
Honolulu
Araki & Fujimori AC
Honolulu
Biddle Erwin & Cabrinha AC
Honolulu
Biller Frith-Smith & Archibald AC
Honolulu




Chinaka Siu & Co AC
Honolulu
Michael Y P Chock
Honolulu






















Hedberg Beedle & Freitas
Honolulu






Katz & Katz Ltd
Honolulu










Stephen Y H Kwock
Honolulu































Shea & Co Inc
Honolulu
Kenneth M Takahashi AC
Honolulu
Jack Tyrrell & Co Inc
Honolulu
Maria A Unemori Inc
Wailuku










Edward R Allen Chartered
Caldwell
Arthur Andersen & Co
Boise




Barrett Travis & Jeffries Chartered
Boise




Chigbrow Severn & Co
Boise
Cooper Norman & Co
Idaho Falls, Twin Falls
Coopers & Lybrand
Boise
Corbett & Company Chartered
Boise
Crandall & Swenson PA
Boise




Dille & Associates Chartered
Nampa
Grow Rasmussen & Co Chartered
Boise






Donald J Hougardy PA
Grangeville
Jordan & Co Chartered
Pocatello
Lallman Feltman Shelton & Peterson PA
Ketchum
Leforgee Rogers & Evans Chartered
Jerome, Twin Falls
Magnuson McHugh & Company PA
Coeur d’Alene
McMullen McPhee & Company
Twin Falls
Miracle Faulkner & Borchert PA
Mountain Home
Robert R Naugler Inc
Boise
Nelson Sagers Anderson & King
Burley
Oakley Jones & Poulsen
Gooding










Ripley Doorn & Co
Boise, Caldwell, Nampa




Seamons Bancroft Smith & Cook PC
Hailey, Jerome, Ketchum, Twin Falls
Smith and Company
Idaho Falls





Stratton Teutsch & Harris
Boise
Thurston Lamm & Co PA
Boise
Tonkin & Associates Chartered
Boise








Abbott Phillips & Co Ltd
Lincoln
Adler & Associates Ltd
Skokie
Altschuler Melvoin and Glasser
Chicago
Arthur Andersen & Co
Chicago, Oakbrook Terrace,
Olympia Fields, Schaumburg




Arnold Behrens Deters & Gray PC
Quincy












Benjamin & Rees Ltd
Chicago
Bennett & Middendorf Ltd
Quincy
Bercoon + Weiner + Glick + Brook
Chicago
Berg DeMarco Lewis Sawatski & Co PC
Northbrook
Berger Goldstein & Company
Deerfield
Bernstein Hoffman Scherzinger Ltd
Chicago




James E Bodtke Chartered
Peoria
Boxleitner Knopf & Company
Des Plaines
Dale Bugasch & Associates PC
Glenview
Bunge & Associates PC
Schaumburg
James M Campbell & Associates Ltd
South Holland
Capin Crouse & Co
Mount Carmel, Wheaton






Clifton Gunderson & Co
Champaign, Danville, Dixon, Joliet, 
Libertyville, Macomb, Morton, Oak Brook, 




Coleman Epstein Berlin & Co
Chicago










Willard J De Filipps PC
Mount Prospect
Deloitte & Touche
Chicago, Oakbrook Terrace, Schaumburg, 
Springfield
DeStefane Leonard & Co
Troy
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Diel & Forguson PC
O’Fallon
Doty Jarrow and Co
Elmhurst
Dugan and Lopatka PC
Wheaton
Dunbar Breitweiser & Company
Bloomington
Dunleavy & Company PC
Chicago
David Howard Eckdahl PC
Downers Grove






Anthony Fields & Associates PC
Chicago
R C Fietsam & Co
Belleville
S F Firestone & Company Ltd
Chicago






Friedman & Masur Ltd
Skokie
Friedman Eisenstein Raemer &
Schwartz





Gleeson Sklar & Sawyers
Chicago, Elgin, Oak Brook











Chicago, Marion, Quincy, 
West Frankfort
Craig L Greene Ltd
Park Ridge
Charles J Gries & Company
Rolling Meadows
Guthoff & Company Ltd
Bloomington
Leymone Hardcastle & Co Ltd
Flora, Salem
Thomas Havey & Co











Judd R Horwitz PC
Lincolnwood
Hoyne Martin & Hood
Champaign
William E Huml & Co Ltd
Lincolnshire
Hutton Nelson & McDonald
Oak Brook




Robert J Jacobs & Co
Park Ridge
Katch Tyson & Corren
Northfield
Kaufman & Piell Ltd
Arlington Heights
Thomas M Kazmierczak Sr
Frankfort
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Carbondale, Carmi, Harrisburg, 
Lawrenceville, Mount Carmel, 
Mount Vernon, Newton, Olney, 
Robinson, Salem, Tuscola
Leonard F Martinez Jr
Woodstock
John Maxwell & Co Ltd
Libertyville
Kerber Eck & Braeckel
Springfield










Kosek and Snyder Ltd
Naperville
McEvoy Cowan Kula & Winberg 
Springfield
Peter Kostopoulos and Associates
Bloomingdale, Chicago
McGIadrey & Pullen
Champaign, Chicago, Galesburg, 
Joliet, Lincolnshire, Moline, Peoria,
KPMG Peat Marwick
Chicago, Decatur, Oak Brook, Peoria, 
Rockford, Schaumburg
Alexander X Kuhn & Co
Oakbrook Terrace
Rockford, Schaumburg, Springfield
McLean Kohn & Debes Ltd
Chicago
Meaden & Moore Inc
Chicago
Francis X Kuhn & Co
West Chicago G Kurt Meisel
Mendota
M V Kuper PC
Wheeling Miller Cooper & Co Ltd
Northbrook










Letourneau Stinson & Associates
Rockford








Mulcahy Pauritsch Salvador & Co Ltd
Hinsdale, Orland Park
Dennis Nelson & Company Ltd
Arlington Heights
Jerome H Lipman & Co Ltd
Chicago Newman Schuman & Simon Ltd
Chicago
Lipschultz Bros Levin & Gray 
Northbrook Russell Novak and Company
Chicago
Logan & Mingle Ltd
Chicago
Lombardozzi & Co Ltd
Rockford
Nykiel Carlin & Co Ltd
Barrington, Schaumburg
O’Connor Brooks & Co PC
Stockton
John K Lucas 
Des Plaines Odell Hicks & Company
Chicago
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Pasquesi Sheppard & Co
Lake Forest




Joseph Pressendo & Co
Hinsdale
Price Waterhouse
Chicago, Oak Brook, Peoria
Reifler & Sharps Ltd
Chicago
Rice Sullivan & Co Ltd
Belleville, Collinsville, Mascoutah
Robbins Baer Baygood & Telpner 
Chartered
Chicago




D W Rome PC
Buffalo Grove








Arnold N Schorn & Co
Chicago
R J Schwartzers & Associates
Downers Grove
Selden Fox and Associates Ltd
Aurora, Oak Brook
Shea Lemna & Company
Kankakee
Sheffield Behan & Co Ltd
Itasca
H G Siepert & Company
Sycamore
Edwin C Sigel Ltd
Northbrook
Sikich Gardner & Co
Aurora, Naperville, Springfield, Yorkville
Skalitzky & Noonan Ltd
Palos Heights














Bruce E Turley PC
Greenville
Harvey A Ungerleider Ltd
Buffalo Grove
Van Thorre & Associates PC
Oak Park
Veatch Rich & Nadler Chartered
Northbrook
Dennis J Vogler PC
Columbia

















Wilkes Besterfield & Co PC
Olympia Fields
Louis Williams & Co
Chicago
















Allman & Fitzgerald PC
Indianapolis
Coopers & Lybrand
Elkhart, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis, 
South Bend
Arthur Andersen & Co
Indianapolis Crowe Chizek & Co
Elkhart, Indianapolis, Michigan City,
Baden Conrad Gage & Schroeder
Columbia City, Fort Wayne, Goshen, 
Kendallville
South Bend
David Culp & Co
Fort Wayne, Huntington
Bagley Hoage and Harrison PC
Indianapolis Thomas S Danford
Angola
Bailey Williams McGonigal & Knowles 
Indianapolis Robert W Deal
Vincennes
Walter J Bator AC
Merrillville Deloitte & Touche
Indianapolis
Blue & Co
Columbus, Indianapolis, Rensselaer, 
Seymour
Drees Perugini & Company
Bluffton, Fort Wayne, Indianapolis
Brady Ware & Company Inc
Richmond
Kenneth DuFon & Co
Highland
Cole J Brandenburger AC
Columbus
Dunbar Cook & Shepard Inc
Indianapolis
Brink & Brink PC
Logansport
Ent & Imler PC
Indianapolis




Burks Vernon Deutsch & Co
Evansville
B F Fellerhoff & Co
Columbus
Burnham & Beyler 
Elkhart
Ford Brinkerhoff & Koehler PC
Indianapolis
Capin Crouse & Co
Greenwood
John E Friend PC
Evansville
Nancy K Carpenter 
Anderson












Greenwait Sponsel & Co Inc
Indianapolis




Clifton Gunderson & Co
Indianapolis
Harding Shymanski & Company
Evansville, Tell City
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Thomas Havey & Co
Munster




James H Johnson Inc PC
Bloomington
McKinley Jones & Associates
Indianapolis
Katz Sapper & Miller
Indianapolis
Kehlenbrink Lawrence & Pauckner
Indianapolis




Mel Kemp & Associates
Crown Point
Kemper CPA Group
Connersville, Evansville, Greenfield, 
Terre Haute, Vincennes, Washington
Kimmerling Myers & Co Inc
Indianapolis




Krouse Kern & Co Inc
Fort Wayne
Dana L Krull Inc
Pierceton




London Witte & Company
Indianapolis
Lysaught Salmon and Company Inc
Michigan City




McGee Rice & Wheat Inc
Indianapolis
McGIadrey & Pullen
Elkhart, Goshen, South Bend
Terry McMahon & Co PC
Munster






Millman Rettig and Company PC
Batesville, Brookville, Greensburg, 
North Vernon
Monroe Shine & Co Inc
Bedford, New Albany




Geo S Olive & Co
Bloomington, Evansville, Fort Wayne, 




Oyler Matchette & Company PC
Marion
Parkison & Hinton Inc PC
La Porte
R J Pile & Company
Indianapolis




Rea Logan & Co Inc
Marion, Wabash
Reed & Company PC
West Lafayette
Riney Hancock & Co
Evansville
Bob R Ritchhart AC
Indianapolis
Robinson & Sandlin PC
Anderson
Rutherford Wright & Co
Evansville
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John M Sannito & Co PC
Schererville
Schmidt & Anderson PC
Franklin








Smith Thompson & Co Inc
Lafayette
Spencer Miller & Associates







Thieling & Co PC
Elkhart, Plymouth
H J Umbaugh & Associates
Indianapolis, Plymouth
James L Watt Inc
Lowell, Schererville




Wilkes Besterfield & Co PC
Munster



















Oskaloosa, West Des Moines
R Robert Byers
Iowa City
Cain Ellsworth & Co
Sheldon
Carney Alexander Marold & Co
Waterloo
Carver Michaels Taylor Rees & 
Lambert PC
Muscatine
Clifton Gunderson & Co
Cedar Rapids, Clinton, DeWitt,
Iowa City, Maquoketa




Crayne Parkinson & Associates PC
Sioux City




Den Hartog & Hogan
Cedar Rapids, Mason City, Waterloo
Denman & Company
Sheldon, West Des Moines
Dougherty & Co PC
Ames
Draper Snodgrass Mikkelsen & Co PC
Creston
Dutton & Associates PC
Council Bluffs
Ernst & Young
Cedar Rapids, Des Moines
Erpelding Voigt & Co
Algona






Gosling & Company PC
Edgewood, Independence, Manchester,
Waverly, West Union






Helle Klosterman & Company
Dubuque
Henkel & Associates PC
Boone, Jefferson
Hensel Latta & Harris
Washington
Huckfeldt & Smith PC
Davenport
Humiston Skokan Warren &
Eichenberger PC
West Des Moines








King Reinsch Prosser & Co
Sioux City
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McCoy & Company PC
Mason City
McDermott & Miller PC
Council Bluffs
McGIadrey & Pullen
Burlington, Cedar Rapids, Clinton,
Davenport, Des Moines, Dubuque, 
Fort Dodge, Iowa City, Marshalltown, 
Mason City, Waterloo
Meriwether Wilson and Company
Perry, Tipton, West Des Moines
Miller Cremers & Associates PC
Des Moines
Mosebach Griffith and Company PC
Cedar Rapids, Des Moines, 





Nichols Rise & Company
Sioux City








Ryun Givens Smith and Co
Cherokee, Spencer, West Des Moines
Schnurr & Company PC
Des Moines, Fort Dodge, Humboldt
Schuring & Uitermarkt PC
Des Moines, Pella, West Des Moines
Siebrecht-Spitler
Rock Rapids, Sioux Center
Stansbery and Company
Traer
Theobald Donohue & Thompson PC
Centerville, Fairfield, Oskaloosa, Pella
Mark M Thompson
Fort Dodge
Burton E Tracy & Co PC
Clarion
Vroman McGowen Hurst Clark &
Smith PC
Des Moines, Winterset
Wagner Matthias & McGinn PC
Des Moines
James Wells Co PC
Rock Rapids
Williams & Company
Le Mars, Onawa, Orange City,
Sioux City, Spencer
Winther Stave & Co
Spencer
Woodring & Associates PC
Des Moines




Adams Brown Beran & Ball Chartered 
Ellinwood, Great Bend, Hays, LaCrosse, 
St John
Agler & Gaeddert Chartered
Emporia, Lawrence, Ottawa, Paola
Allen Gibbs & Houlik
Wichita
Arthur Andersen & Co
Topeka
Baird Kurtz & Dobson
Wichita












Lee Cropp & Associates
Wichita





















D Douglas Hickman 
Lucas
L Rance Hixson 
Hiawatha
Kennedy and Coe
Anthony, Colby, Concordia, Garden 
City, Goodland, Great Bend, Marysville, 
Pratt, Salina, Scott City, Smith Center, 
Wichita
Kennedy McKee & Company
Dodge City
Kirkpatrick Sprecker & Company
Wichita




F B Kubik & Company
Wichita




Mize Houser & Company PA
Lawrence, Overland Park, Topeka








Regier Carr & Monroe
Wichita
Schowalter & Jabouri PC
Prairie Village
Smoll & Banning Chartered
Dodge City
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Snodgrass Dunlap & Company









Von Feldt Bauer & Von Feldt Chartered
Burdett, Larned
Wendling Noe Nelson & Johnson
Topeka
















Arthur Andersen & Co
Louisville






Bressler & Company PSC
Covington
Campbell Myers & Rutledge
Glasgow




Clauson Mouser & Co
Elizabethtown
Cloyd Hamilton and Company
Corbin, London, Louisville




Cornman Bryan and Watts PSC
Mayfield










Deming Malone Livesay & Ostroff PSC
Louisville
Duncan Smith & Stilz PSC
Lexington




Eskew & Gresham PSC
Lexington, Louisville






Griffith Anderson DeLaney & Snoddy PC
Ashland






J C Holland & Company
Bowling Green, Franklin




Jones Nale and Mattingly
Louisville, Shelbyville
Kauffmann Amshoff and Zoeller
Louisville
Kelley Galloway & Company PSC
Ashland, Pikeville




Miller Mayer Sullivan & Stevens
Lexington













Richardson Howe and Wilson
Murray
Richardson Pennington & Skinner PSC
Brandenburg, Hardinsburg, Leitchfield, 
Louisville, Shelbyville
Riney Hancock & Co
Owensboro
Charles William Robinson PSC
Ashland
Schuette & Taylor PSC
Paducah
Smith Goolsby Artis & Reams PSC
Ashland




Thurman Campbell & Co
Cadiz, Hopkinsville, Princeton
Von Lehman & Company
Fort Mitchell
Williams Williams & Lentz
Paducah
William J Wilson and Company PSC
Somerset
York Neel & Company




Arthur Andersen & Co
New Orleans
















Bourgeois Bennett Thokey & Hickey
Houma, Metairie, New Orleans, Thibodaux
Hannis T Bourgeois & Co
Baton Rouge, Denham Springs
Reginald A Bresette III
New Orleans
Broussard Poche Lewis & Breaux
Crowley, Lafayette, Marksville,
Opelousas




Steven F Catalanotto PC
Metairie




















Davis & Davis PC
Baton Rouge, Hammond
David T De Monte
New Orleans
Deloitte & Touche
Baton Rouge, New Orleans
Malcolm M Dienes & Company
New Orleans




Robert T Ducharme II PC
Morgan City




John N Durnin PC
Amite

















A A Harmon & Co
New Orleans
Hawthorn Waymouth & Carroll
Baton Rouge
Heard McElroy & Vestal
Shreveport



















Kushner Lagraize and Moore
Metairie
Allen J La Bry PC
Abbeville
Langley Williams & Company
Lake Charles




Rodney P Le Blanc
Metairie
Basil M Lee and Company
Baton Rouge




















J Earl Pedelahore & Co
New Orleans
Phillips Post & Company
Shreveport
Postlethwaite & Netterville












Roberts Cherry and Company
Shreveport








Stoulig & Buckley PAC
Kenner, Metairie



























Cummings Lamont & McNamee
Kennebunk, Sanford, York
Dargis Busby & Begin PA
Biddeford
Richard D Donhauser PA
Eliot
















Macdonald Page & Co
Portland








Schatz Fletcher & Associates 






















C W Amos & Company
Annapolis, Baltimore, Bethesda, 
Cambridge, Centreville, Denton, 
Easton, Salisbury




Aronson Fetridge Weigle & Stern
Rockville
Beatty Satchell Everngam & Co
Easton
Arthur F Bell Jr & Associates
Lutherville
Bond Beebe Barton & Muckelbauer PC
Rockville
Gary R Bozel & Associates PA
Towson
George Brown & Associates PA
Towson










Clifton Gunderson & Co
Baltimore






Councilor Buchanan and Mitchell
Bethesda
Cox Long & Colvin PA
Leonardtown












Faw Casson & Co
Easton, Ocean City, Salisbury
Dean W Frank & Associates PA
Towson
Frantz Warrick Strack & Associates PC
Bethesda
Freidkin Sachs Matrone & Horn PA
Rockville
Friedman & Fuller PC
Rockville




Garrison Mathieson Cosgray and Falk 
Chartered
Columbia
Gelman Rosenberg & Freedman
Chevy Chase
William D Georgeson PA
Chevy Chase
Glass Jacobson & Associates PA
Owings Mills
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Grabush Newman & Co
Baltimore






Gross Mendelsohn & Weiler PA
Baltimore
J Clark Lee PC
Rockville




Hammond & Heim Chartered
Annapolis








E G Marshall & Assoc PA
Salisbury
Thomas Havey & Co 
Baltimore
Martucci & Associates PA
Baltimore










McLean Koehler Sparks & Hammond
Frederick, Towson, Westminster
Richard A Intner PA
Baltimore








Miller & Liberto PA
Baltimore, Manchester
Kamanitz Uhlfelder & Permison PA
Baltimore
Joseph John Miller III
Hyattsville
Katz Abosch Windesheim Gershman 
& Freedman PA
Baltimore, Bel Air, Columbia
Leonard J Miller & Associates Chartered
Baltimore









T J Murphy PA
Clinton, La Plata
James V Kaufman 
Baltimore Charles W Needer Jr PA
Towson
WS&B Kaufman PA
Bethesda Novotny Novotny & Larash
Annapolis
Keller Zanger Bissell & Co









Robert Philipson & Company
Rockville






Reznick Fedder & Silverman PC
Baltimore, Bethesda












Russell Evans & Thompson
Chevy Chase
W K Ryan & Company Chartered
Silver Spring












Dianne C Shangold Chartered
Rockville












Smith Elliott Kearns & Company
Hagerstown








Stegman & Company PA
Baltimore, Columbia, Towson
Stewart Kane & Associates
Bethesda
Stewart Waddell & Company PA
Columbia
Stoy Malone & Company
Baltimore, Bethesda, Columbia










Deborah L Voorhees Chartered
Crofton
Walpert Smullian & Blumenthal PA
Baltimore
Ward & Hastings PC
Gaithersburg
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Watkins Meegan Drury & Company
Bethesda, Landover, Waldorf




Weil Akman Baylin & Coleman PA
Timonium














Aaron Smith Bergman Gaffney & 
Rubinstein PC
Springfield




Alexander Aronson Finning & Co PC
Boston, Westborough












Robert John Benoit PC
Shrewsbury
Gerald J Betro & Company
Dedham, South Yarmouth, Walpole
Gerald P Bonder & Company PC
Boston
A J Bonoldi & Co
Medfield
Books & Bakerman
Needham Heights, North Andover
Anthony Bordieri & Company
Winchester
Martin D Braver & Co PC
Chestnut Hill
















Canby Maloney & Co Inc
Framingham
Caplice Claramicoli & Co
Franklin
















Conners Ryan & Company
Wakefield, West Falmouth








Creelman & Smith PC
Boston





James J Fox & Company
Burlington
Darmody Merlino & Co
Boston








Gaffin Helman & Co
Boston
Daniel Dennis & Company
Boston
Gately & Associates PC
Wellesley
Charles E Di Pesa & Co
Boston
Gates & Noble 
Westford




John P Dooley Jr 
Nantucket
Paul J Gerry PC
Boston






Peter J Gilman PC
Boston
Alan M Edelstein & Company 
Boston
Glowacki Dupont & Ryder 
North Chelmsford
Elder & Paine PC
Marlborough
Godes Schaffer & Company PC
Stoughton
John A Epeneter PC
Arlington
Gold & Goldberg 
Newton








Fantasia & Company PC
Framingham
Gordon Harrington & Osborn PC 
North Andover
Feeley & Driscoll PC
Boston
Walter V Gordon Jr
Fall River
Fenton Ewald & Associates PC
Needham
Leslie C Gosule & Co
Boston




Patricia A Ferris 
Southboro
Gray Gray & Gray
Boston
Sumner N Fishman PC
Dedham
Green Anderson and Company 
Boston
Fisk Bilton Smith & Co PC
West Springfield













Hersh Klingsberg & Diamond
Canton
J G Hodgson & Company Inc







Kendig Shannon & Co
Lexington







Boston, Burlington, Springfield, 
Worcester
















Levine & Levine PC
Wellesley Hills




Livingston & Haynes PC
Boston, Ware




Love Minsk & Ciampa PC
Belmont












Meyers Brothers & Adeletti PC
Longmeadow
Miller Wachman & Co
Boston, Worcester






Napolitano & Company PC
Wayland
Nardella Henriksen & Taylor
Lexington
Needel Welch & Stone PC
Rockland
James Newell & Company
Mansfield
O’Connor & Drew PC
Quincy
Paul A Orcutt PC
Norwood
Palaza Dixon & Rust PC
Lowell
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Raymond E Palmer PC
Acton




Robert Sharkansky and Company
Brockton


























Stafford Lucey & Associates
Chelmsford




Graham L Prendergast 
Marshfield




Sullivan Bille & Co
Andover, Boston
Leo L Proulx 
Chelmsford
Paul A Taylor 
Marblehead




Kenneth J Raffol 
Needham








Toscano and Ardito PC
North Andover
Robert Finnegan & Lynah
Boston
Richard W Towne PC
Natick




Harold E Rubin 
Weston












Vitale Caturano & Company PC
Boston, Danvers
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Vlacich Mitchell & Co PC
Orleans






Wohlgemuth & Parsons PC
Brookline








William Agboruche & Co
Oak Park
Arthur Andersen & Co
Ann Arbor, Bloomfield Hills, Detroit,
Grand Rapids
John L Barker PC
Troy
BDO Seidman
Detroit, Dowagiac, Flint, Grand Haven, 








Bocknek Berger & Ghersi PC
Bloomfield Hills, Mount Clemens
Boley Jackson & Co PC
Marshall
Boyes Wright Pittman & Moug PC
Farmington Hills, Lapeer
Bradke & Bowman PC
Grand Ledge




Carabell Leslie and Company PC
Mount Clemens
S G Carlton & Co
Monroe




Correll Krywko Harrell Morgante &
Button PC
Ann Arbor, Detroit, Southfield
Robert K Cowell PC
Marquette
Crowe Chizek & Co
Grand Rapids
Czapla & Kaiser PC
Mount Clemens
Michael H De Vries
Oxford
Dearnley Larsen & Schrage
Troy
Deloitte & Touche




Demis and Wenzlick PC
Owosso
Dennis & Gartland PC
Traverse City
Derderian Kann Seyferth & Salucci PC
Troy
William S Dever PC
Brighton
Doeren Mayhew & Co PC
Troy
John D Douglas PC
Milford, Plymouth
Dupuis & Ryden PC
Flint, Troy
Echelbarger Himebaugh Tamm &
Cummins PC
Grand Rapids
Edwards Koshiw Melton & Company PC
Ann Arbor, Troy
Ehrmantraut & Reese PC
Troy
Ernst & Young
Detroit, Grand Rapids, Jackson, 
Kalamazoo, Lansing, Saginaw
Fellows Ludwig & Meyer PC
Monroe, Troy
Gary L Figurski PC
Livonia
James I Fletcher PC
Kalamazoo
Fogel Kahn & Company
Birmingham
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Fuller Somero & Pahssen
Traverse City








Gilbert & O’Connell PC
Troy
Glassmeyer & Associates PC
Berkley
Andrew J Glazer PC
Farmington Hills
Gordon & Company PC
Bloomfield Hills




Michael J Grose PC
Romeo
Gross Roof & Company PC
Adrian
Hill Woodcock & Schroderus
Petoskey
Joyce M Howe PC
West Bloomfield
Howell Osbourne & Co PC
Hillsdale
T G Howerzyl & Co
Grandville
Mary M Howrey PC
Ann Arbor








Michael D Jones PC
Livonia








Kregel Raterink Kingma & Co PC
Grand Rapids




Laine Appold & Co PC
Bay City, East Tawas, Frankenmuth,
Saginaw, West Branch
Lally Cummings Palmer & Slater
Jackson




Linscheid Austin Frohm & Associates
PC
Port Huron
Daniel J Lord PC
Saline
John J Mahoney PC
Muskegon








Jack Martin & Co PC
Battle Creek, Birmingham, Detroit
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Mathews Nightingale Reich & Scott PC 
Birmingham
Willie L Mayo 
Oak Park
McCartney and McIntyre PC
Breckenridge, Lansing, Marquette
McCulloch & Co PC
Royal Oak
McEndarffer Hoke & Bernhard PC
Bloomfield Hills
McKibbon & Rossi PC
Rochester Hills
McLellan & Strohm PC
Three Rivers
McMurray Marks & Edmunds PC
St Joseph
Mellen Seal & Pivoz PC
Birmingham
Louis Eugene Merkel Jr
St Joseph
Merskin & Merskin PC
Hart, Ludington
Meyaard & Company PC
Zeeland
R J Miller PC
Highland
Joseph P Moceri & Company PC
Utica


















Nietzke & Faupel PC
Pigeon, Sebewaing








Perrin Fordree & Company PC
Ann Arbor, Troy
Piercey & Toepel PC
Rochester
James W Pietrasiuk Co PC
Ypsilanti
Plante & Moran
Ann Arbor, Battle Creek, Benton Harbor, 
Coldwater, East Lansing, Grand Haven, 
Grand Rapids, Kalamazoo, Mount 
Clemens, Rochester Hills, Southfield, 
Traverse City, Troy
Prangley Marks & Co
Grand Rapids
Price Waterhouse
Battle Creek, Detroit, Troy
Puckey Gruel & Merrill PC
Jackson
David W Rafalski PC
Troy
Rehmann Robson & Co PC
Cheboygan, Farmington Hills, Grand 

















St John Raham & Weidmayer PC
Ann Arbor
Schippers Kintner & Robertson PC
Adrian
Schmaltz & Company PC
Southfield
Schneider Larche Haapala & Co
Escanaba, Manistique








Michael E Slomski & Co
St Clair Shores






Staub Harelik Shapiro & Wolgin PC
Southfield
Stewart Beauvais & Whipple PC
Lansing, Port Huron














Van Walleghem and Duffy
Huntington Woods






Weinlander Fitzhugh Bertuleit & 
Schairer PC
Bay City, Clare, East Tawas, West Branch
Willis & Willis PC
East Lansing, Jackson
Winter & Frank PC
Southfield
Keith J Wolnewitz PC
Farmington Hills
J Michael Woodgate PC
Pontiac
Thomas F Wosachlo PC
Royal Oak
Yeo & Yeo PC
Alma, Fenton, Flint, Kalamazoo, Lansing,
Marlette, Midland, Saginaw




Abdo Abdo & Eick
Mankato, Minneapolis, Owatonna
Arthur Andersen & Co
Minneapolis, St Paul
Alan C Anderson Chartered
Rochester




Anderson Poissant Kays & Co
Thief River Falls
Arnott Sauer & Parkhurst PA
Minneapolis
Babcock Langbein and Company
Minneapolis
Charles Bailly & Company
Minneapolis
Baune Dosen & Co
Hibbing, Minneapolis
Beinhorn & Company Ltd
Staples




Bertram Vallez & Kaplan Ltd
Minneapolis
Blanski Peter Kronlage & Zoch
Minneapolis
Boeckermann Heinen & Mayer
Eden Prairie
Boulay Heutmaker Zibell & Co
Minneapolis, St Paul
Bowlby Anfinson Crandall Haedt Ltd
Austin




Brady Martz & Associates PC
Thief River Falls
Bruder Glubka & Associates
Winona
Byrne & Company Ltd
Preston
Carlson Poston & Associates
Minneapolis
Cohler Brown Simonet & Dickie Ltd
Minneapolis, South St Paul, St Louis Park
Conway Deuth & Schmiesing
Willmar
Bertram Cooper & Co
Albert Lea, Rochester, Waseca
Coopers & Lybrand
Minneapolis
Copeland Buhl and Company
Wayzata
Cummings Keegan & Co
Anoka, Minneapolis
Deloitte & Touche
Bloomington, Minneapolis, St Paul
Dinham Folkert & Associates 
Chartered
Alexandria
Divine Scherzer & Brody Ltd
St Paul
Drees Riskey & Nordell Ltd
Crookston
Eide Helmeke & Co
Moorhead
Eikill & Schilling Ltd
Cloquet, Duluth




Esterbrooks Lomen Scott & Signorelli 
Ltd
Duluth





Fort & Lee PA
Hibbing
Fox McCue & Company
Eden Prairie
Fraser Carpenter & Associates Ltd
Minneapolis
Froehling Anderson Plowman & 
Egnell Ltd
Excelsior










Gruber & Wenner PA
Minnetonka
Gruys Johnson & Associates Ltd
Brooklyn Center, Buffalo, Monticello
Hammer Danielsen Westland and 
Dieser
Albert Lea
George M Hansen Company PA
Minneapolis
Hansen Jergenson & Co
Minneapolis
Thomas Havey & Co
Bloomington
Hawkins Ash Baptie & Company
Winona




House Nezerka & Froelich
Bloomington
Jelinek Troost & Metz Ltd
Hopkins








Judd Ostermann Demro & Kellogg Ltd
Faribault, Minneapolis, Owatonna
Kern De Wenter Viere Ltd
Princeton, St Cloud
John A Knutson & Co
Minneapolis




Krigbaum Ross-Rhoades & Elliott Ltd
Bemidji
D G Langewisch Ltd
Bloomington
Larson Allen Weishair & Co
Brainerd, Minneapolis, Pequot Lakes,





Lethert Skwira Schultz & Co
St Paul
Lund & Associates PA
Bloomington
Lurie Eiger Besikof & Co
Minneapolis




Bloomington, Duluth, Minneapolis, 
Rochester, St Paul, Stillwater, Winona
McMahon Hartmann Amundson & Co
St Cloud




Miller McDonald Erickson & Moller Ltd
Bemidji, International Falls













Niemi Lonergan & Co Ltd 
Blaine




Smith Schafer and Associates Ltd
Maplewood, Rochester




Olsen Thielen & Co Ltd
Eden Prairie, Little Canada, St Paul
Sommerfeld Stapek & Associates Ltd
Minneapolis
Olson & Barta Limited
Bloomington, New Prague
Stirtz Bernards & Company PA
Edina, Minneapolis, St Paul
Olson Clough & LeBlanc 
Edina
Turbes Drealan Haas & Kvilhaug
Lakefield, Luverne, Worthington






Virden & Johnson Ltd
Grand Rapids
Gary W Paulson
Little Falls, Sauk Rapids
Voto Tautges Redpath & Co Ltd
White Bear Lake
Pavek & Company PA
Plymouth
Weinberg Glassman & Associates Ltd
Minneapolis
Joseph N Perfetti PA
Minneapolis
Wilkerson Guthmann & Johnson Ltd











Edward M Zahler 
Stillwater
Richard E Reiss & Co Ltd
Bloomington




Schlenner Wenner & Co
St Cloud






Arthur Andersen & Co
Jackson
Baird & Stallings PA
Indianola
Banks Finley White & Co
Jackson
Barfield Lindsey Gainspoletti & Gladden
Cleveland
Boutwell & Company Ltd
Laurel, Pascagoula
Breazeale Saunders & O’Neil Ltd
Jackson








Butchart Ellzey & Associates
Canton, Jackson
Clifford Harvey & Culumber PA
Gulfport




















Franks Franks Walden & Jarrell PA
Fulton, Tupelo
Gillon and Company Ltd
Natchez






Holt Stevens & Associates PA
Laurel
Horne CPA Group PA
Grenada, Hattiesburg, Jackson, Laurel, 
Lucedale
M Allen Jackson Jr
New Albany




T E Lott & Co PA
Columbus, Starkville






Middlebrook Coleman & Brooks
Meridian








John R Murphy III
Jackson
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Nail McKinney Tate and Robinson PA
Amory, New Albany, Pontotoc, Tupelo




Piltz Williams La Rosa & Co PA
Biloxi, Ocean Springs
William H Polk & Co
Batesville




Shearer Taylor Lee & Co
Jackson
Silas M Simmons & Company
Natchez
J Paul Stockwell & Associates
Jackson
Strohm Bourn & Gary Ltd
Jackson, Mendenhall




Tann Brown & Russ Co Ltd
Jackson




Watkins Ward and Stafford
Carthage, Columbus, Eupora, Houston, 
Kosciusko, Louisville, Macon, Okolona, 








Wingate Ford & Henson PA
Greenwood




Adams Duke & Company PC
Kansas City, St Joseph
Anders Minkler & Diehl
St Louis
Arthur Andersen & Co
Kansas City, St Louis
Aselage Kiefer & Co
St Louis
Baird Kurtz & Dobson




Baron Salsman & Company
St Louis




A Michael Bednara PC
Osage Beach




Botz Deal & Co PC
St Charles
Bounds Poger & O’Donnell
St Louis
Boyd Franz & Stephans
St Louis
Brandvein Shapiro Kossmeyer &
Company
St Louis






Robert M Charbonneau PC
Kansas City
Clifton Gunderson & Co
St Joseph
George H Clymer PC
St Louis
Coopers & Lybrand
Kansas City, St Louis
Coughlin Donovan Niehaus & Scherle
PC
St Louis






Curry Lenhardt & Company
St Louis
Daniel and Associates PC
Butler, Nevada
Deloitte & Touche
Kansas City, St Louis




Diehl Banwart Bolton Jarred &
Bledsoe Chartered
Nevada






Egan & Mangold PC
West Plains
Elliott Robinson & Company
Springfield
Engmann & Schloss PC
Crestwood
Ernst & Young





Kansas City, St Louis
French McGowen & Co PC
St Louis
Kraft Miles & Tatum
Poplar Bluff






Lage Evers & Company
California, Jefferson City, Osage Beach
John W Gillum
Kirksville, Unionville
Don L Landers & Co
Columbia




Grace & Company PC
Florissant, St Louis
Laventhol & Horwath
Kansas City, St Louis
Grant Thornton
Kansas City, St Louis
Don K Lofgren
Kansas City
Gruber Tanzey & Associates PC
Mexico
Maher Sabino & Associates PC
St Louis
Harden Cummins Moss & Miller
Chillicothe, Kirksville, Maryville
Charles P Malone PC
Boonville, Versailles
















Hochschild Bloom & Company
Chesterfield, Marshall, Sedalia, 
Washington
Francis J McKeon Jr
St Louis




Moore Horton & Carlson PC
Huber Ring Helm & Co PC
St Charles, St Louis
Columbia, Higginsville, Marshall, 
Mexico, Sedalia, Warrensburg




Jackson & Jackson PC
Springfield
Mueller Prost Purk and Willbrand
Osage Beach, St Louis
Kerber Eck & Braeckel





Mary A Parks 
St Charles
Kirkpatrick Phillips & Miller PC
Springfield
Price Waterhouse
Kansas City, St Louis
Kolb and Layman 
Cuba
Ross & Company PC
St Louis
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Rubin Brown Gornstein & Co
St Louis
Wolff & Co PC
St Louis
St John & Mersmann PC
Chesterfield
Woodward & Company PC
Kansas City




Schowalter & Jabouri PC
St Louis




Stone Carlie & Company
St Louis
Stotts Barclay Pettus Moore Whipple
& Dugan Inc
Neosho
Ronald J Szweda PC
St Louis
Troupe Kehoe Whiteaker & Kent PC
Kansas City




Dennis J Vogler PC
St Louis







Whitlock Selim & Keehn
Springfield
Williams Keepers
Columbia, Jefferson City, Mexico
Wilson Toellner & Associates PC
Sedalia
Winger & Parker PC
Kansas City




George D Anderson PC
Helena
Anderson Zur Muehlen & Co PC
Billings, Butte, Helena






Allen Bloomgren & Company PC
Great Falls












Dwyer & Keith PC
Great Falls
Eigeman Hanson & Marshall PC
Kalispell, Whitefish
Elmore & Associates PC
Missoula
Joseph Eve & Co
Great Falls




Hamilton Misfeldt & Co
Chinook, Cut Bank, Great Falls, Havre, 
Shelby
Houston & Helseth PC
Great Falls
Jackson Potter and Co
Billings, Laurel




Junkermier Clark Campanella 
Stevens PC
Great Falls, Helena, Missoula
Edward C Kerins and Associates
Helena
Kester Beaulieu & Co PC
Missoula








Newland Horn Crippen & Peck PC
Butte, Deer Lodge, Dillon
Delwin C Nordtvedt
Glendive
James M Oates PC
Polson
Sather Minemyer & Hauck PC
Missoula
Schell Stephens Riley & Huffine
Lewistown















Jack G Stevens PC
Great Falls
Summers McNea & Company PC
Billings












Arthur Andersen & Co
Omaha
Dale E Gruntorad & Co
Lincoln
Baird Kurtz & Dobson
Lincoln, Omaha
Haney Martin & Ludwig PC
North Platte
Basso McClure & Goeglein
Lincoln
Hansen Fuenning Raetz & Erb 
North Platte
Bland Datesman & Associates PC
Omaha




Kading Chesley & Woodke PC
Omaha




Dana F Cole & Company
Beatrice, Broken Bow, Grand Island, 




Fred A Lockwood & Co PC
Alliance, Gering, Kimball, Sidney
Contryman Associates PC
Grand Island, Hastings, Kearney, 
Lexington




John R Matejka PC
Grand Island
Darst and Associates PC
Omaha
McDermott & Miller PC
Grand Island, Hastings, Kearney, Omaha
Deloitte & Touche
Lincoln, Omaha
Morrow Davies & Toelle PC
Madison, Norfolk, Pilger, West Point
Dohman Akerlund & Eddy 
Aurora
Nichols Rise & Company
South Sioux City
Dutton & Associates PC
Omaha










Frankel Zacharia Nissen & Stamp
Omaha
Potts & Levering PC
Aurora
Fry White & Guszak
Lincoln
Quick & McFarlin PC
Omaha
Duane J Gabriel 
Seward
Wm F Ramaekers & Associates PC
McCook, North Platte
Graeve & Associates PC
Omaha









Shonsey Schroeder Almquist 










Kafoury Armstrong & Co
Carson City, Elko, Ely, Fallon, 
Las Vegas, Reno, Winnemucca, 
Yerington












Barnard Vogler & Co PC 
Reno
McBride & Noback Ltd
Las Vegas




Richard A Cesario PC
Reno
McMullen McPhee & Company
Elko, Ely, Winnemucca














Pangborn & Co Ltd
Las Vegas, Reno
Dulin & Raben Ltd
Las Vegas






S J Gallina & Co
Reno
Lester G Preader II Ltd
Elko
John A Gidney Ltd 
Reno








Thompson & Proctor 
Reno












Altman & Co PC
Laconia
Arthur Andersen & Co
Manchester
Dana S Beane & Company PC
Laconia, Rochester




F G Briggs Jr PA
Manchester
Cushman S Colby PA
Hampton








DiBenedetto & Company PA
Hudson
David J Driscoll & Company
Littleton








Feeley & Driscoll PC
Nashua
Giordani Lortie & Carignan PA
Exeter, Rochester
Grzelak and Company PC
Laconia




Thomas F Hunt PA
Hampton
Leone Bigelow & McDonnell PA
Dover, North Conway, Wolfeboro
Wm A MacWilliam
Peterborough
Mason & Rich PA
Concord, Portsmouth




Mervin D Newton PC
Nashua




Purdy Bornstein Hamel & Burrell PA
Manchester, Portsmouth, Salem




Seelye & Schulz PA
Nashua
Smith Batchelder & Rugg
Keene, Lebanon, Manchester, 
Portsmouth












M S Ackerman & Co
Fort Lee








Borek Stockel & Company
Edison
Adler Meyer and Company 
Toms River
Francis J Brennan Jr
Ocean City






Broza Block & Rubino PA
Asbury Park












Aronson & Thoma 
Red Bank
John M Cappello 
Hackettstown
Stanley Ashare PA 
East Brunswick
























Cohen & Company Ltd
Newton
Beck Weiss & Company
Edison




J H Cohn & Company
Lawrenceville, Roseland











Curchin & Company PA
Red Bank
Cust Dori & Benick PC
Flemington
D’Amico Caglioti & Co PC
Pennsauken
Neil Della Torre & Company PC
Ridgewood
Deloitte & Touche
Cherry Hill, Edison, Hackensack, 
Morristown, Newark, Princeton, 
Short Hills, Teaneck, Trenton
Demetrius & Company
Florham Park, Wayne














Richard A Eisner & Company
Roseland
Ernst & Young
















Flackman Goodman & Potter PA
Ridgewood
Charles B Foley & Co
Hazlet


















Garagozzo & Ryan PA
Westmont
Thomas E Garvey PC
Manasquan

























Lawrence R Koerner PA 
Toms River
Green Anderson and Company
Woodbridge
KPMG Peat Marwick
Montvale, Princeton, Roseland, Short Hills
Grossman Weinberg & Associates PA
Neptune
















Mabel A J Lago
Elmer














Levinson Schwartz & Co
Roseland












R D Hunter & Company
Paramus, Princeton
Ludwig Bulmer Seifert & Lane 
Hackensack
Hutchins & Allison 
Toms River






Jump Bowe and Company 
Toms River








John J Maley Jr 
Bordentown









Mangum Goodwin & Co PA
Morris Plains, Sussex
















Polakoff Bros & Leen PA
Chatham
























James J Meyers 
Fair Lawn








Renzi Pinti & Co
Collingswood




Millstein & Co PC
Hackensack
Rich Baker Berman & Co
Maplewood
Mintz Rosenfeld & Company
Fairfield












Rosenzweig Crystal & Rosenzweig
Edison
Mortenson and Associates PC
Cranford, Eatontown




Rudolf Cinnamon & Calafato
Ocean
Manuel S Newman & Company 
West Trenton





Sorelle and Ferguson PA
Woodbury
Sax Macy Fromm and Co
Clifton




Sterling Nappen & Chavkin
Livingston
Frank C Schmitt Jr 
Medford
Stevens Fluhr & Chismar
Neptune
Schonbraun Safris Sternlieb & Co
Hackensack, West Orange










Schuhalter Coughlin & Suozzo 
East Hanover
Tracey Heun Brennan & Company PA
Cape May Court House, Linwood









Richard J Serluco & Co
Holmdel Trugman & Company
Hopatcong, Morristown
Manherlal Champaklal Shah




Shapiro & Weisman PA
Wall
W M Turnof & Co
Holmdel
J D Urbach PA
Edison
Shapiro Douglas & Cohen
South Plainfield Joel Urdang
Lyndhurst






Veltri Raynor & Co PA
Englewood Cliffs
Hans Gunter Siebert
Pompton Plains John E Voorhees 
Elmwood Park
Singer Wolf Mongelli PA
Clifton Wagner & Company
Somerville
James P Smith Jr
Sussex Walker Minkin Gordon PA
North Brunswick




Walsh Mulligan & Grote
Upper Saddle River
Jay H Weinberg PC
West Caldwell
Susan I Soldivieri









Withum Smith & Brown PC
New Brunswick, Princeton, Red Bank, 
Somerville, Toms River
Yeutter Swartz & Co
Mays Landing, Millville, Ocean City,
Ship Bottom
Walter J Zawacki & Co
Haledon, Wallington
Zdenek Horvath & Scebelo
Flemington












Erwin Marsh & Co
Hobbs
Atkinson & Co Ltd
Albuquerque
Fleming Berry & Goff PA
Farmington
Balkcom & Company PA
Albuquerque




Nestor A Griego PA
Grants




Bixler Carlton Pittenger & Co PC 
Las Cruces






Brooks Wheeler Everett & Company Ltd
Las Cruces
Henry and Ross PC
Artesia
Burt Phillippi Rosner & Wright PC
Albuquerque






Clifton Gunderson & Co
Albuquerque
Hutchison Hugins and Fredrick
Farmington




Crowley & Associates PC
Farmington
Kriegel & Company Ltd
Las Cruces
Daymon & Associates 
Santa Fe
Kubiak Coffman & Fidel
Albuquerque








Vaughn A Doxey PC
Albuquerque
Manganaro and Roberts PA 
Carlsbad

























Pulakos & Alongi Ltd
Albuquerque
Rogoff Diamond & Walker
Albuquerque










Squire & Woodward PC
Albuquerque
























Albrecht Viggiano Zureck & Company 
PC
Hauppauge
Anchin Block & Anchin
New York
Arthur Andersen & Co















Baum & Baum PC
New York
BDO Seidman
















Biscotti Grassi & Co PC
Valley Stream
Steven Blacher & Company
New York
Alan Blecker and Company
Nanuet
Blonder Seymour & Shapss
Garden City, New York, White Plains
Bollam Sheedy Torani & Co
Albany
Bonadio Insero & Co
Rochester












Briguglio Woods Parlato & Dobinsky
Norwich, Oneonta, Sidney






Raymond H Brown PC
Mount Vernon
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W R Brown Co PC
New York
Cohen & Gronsbell PC
Syracuse




Buchbinder Stein Tunick & Plaktin
New York
J H Cohn & Company 
New York












Bush & Germain PC
Syracuse
Leon Constantin & Co
New York










Cooper Selvin & Strassberg




Albany, Floral Park, Melville, New York, 
Rochester, Syracuse
Victoria M Celia 
New Hartford Cornick Garber & Sandler
New York, Uniondale
Eugene A Celia
Valley Stream Carl P Cronheim
New York
Garry T Center
Albany P T Dadlaney
Rego Park
Cerullo & Co
Tarrytown Nathaniel H Daffner






Jamaica D’Alba & Donovan 
Williamsville
Sam W Chin
New York D’Ambrozio & Co
Yonkers
Andrew Youngwook Choi 
New York Darhansoff & Pechman
New York
Benjamin Chow PC
New York Davidson Buccasio & Updyke 
Binghamton
Rockford R Chun
New York Davie Kaplan & Braverman PC
Rochester
Victor K Chun & Associates 
New York DDK & Company 
New York
Anthony J Citrolo






Buffalo, Jericho, New York, Rochester, 
Woodbury
Dembo Freedman & Shutt PC
Saratoga Springs, Schenectady, Troy
Demetrius & Company
New York
Joseph A DeMilia Jr
Briarcliff Manor
Dermody Burke & Brown PC




















Richard A Eisner & Company
Melville, New York
Epstein Feintisch & Co




Albany, Buffalo, Melville, New York,
Syracuse, White Plains
Fabrizio Radmin Buksbaum & Co
Westbury


















Freed Maxick Sachs & Murphy PC
Buffalo
Marc B Freedman PC
New York






Saul N Friedman & Company
Brooklyn
Frye Williams & Co
New York




George R Funaro & Co PC
New York




J R Gardner PC
Watertown
Gassman Rebhun & Co PC
New York
Gerstein Metelka Minkow & Co
Manhasset










New York, West Nyack
Goffman & Associates PC
Valley Stream




Grymin & Jaufmann PC
Pittsford
















Goldstein Golub Kessler & Company PC
New York
Haver Miller & Porchenick 
New York
Golub LaCapra & Catalanotto
Port Jefferson Station








Michael J Head PC
Westfield
Goodman Young & Co PC
New York, Staten Island
Hecht and Company PC
New York










Lawrence Heimowitz & Co PC
New York
















Dr Guenther Grewe Wirtschaftsprufer 
Steuerberater
Larchmont
Hoffman Raich Fine CPA Group
East Meadow, New York
Holtz Rubenstein & Co










Katz Schneeberg & Co
New City
Abraham I Horwitz 
New York










Imowitz Koenig & Company
New York
Thomas Francis Kelley 
New York
Edward Isaacs & Company 
New York




Kessler Bernstein and Jaffee
Albany
Israeloff Trattner & Co
Hauppauge, New York, Valley Stream




F T Kleiger and Company
New York















Albany, Buffalo, Garden City, Jericho, 
New York, Rochester, Syracuse,












Kaback Ross Gilman & Co PC
Valley Stream
Glendale
Kustal & Ferber PC
Kamen Mula & Flynn PC
Kingston
New York
William G Lancellotti Jr















Lathan Lumsden McCormick and Co










Lawler Kersten & Witkowski PC
Williamsville
David Edward Le Sueur
New York
Kevin Keun Soo Lee
New York
Paul H Lenok
New Rochelle, New York
James E Leonard
Endicott
Kenneth Leventhal & Company
New York
Leventhal Zupnick Berg & Company
New York
Levin Callaghan Nawrocki











Marvin Lieberman & Co
Kings Point




















Lusterman Pordy Penn & Co
Carle Place
























Charles L Marvin & Co PC
Albany, Gloversville, Schenectady



















Milligan Muller Chambellan & Berger
Glen Cove, Manhasset
Paneth Haber & Zimmerman 
New York
Paula Samuel Milligan 
New York
Pangia & Company PC
Poughkeepsie
Millstein & Co PC
Washingtonville
Pannell Kerr Forster 
New York


















Perl & Asch PC 
Purchase
Joseph F X Moynihan 
New York








Anthony Petrosino & Associates PC
Brooklyn
Nadel & Pearlman PC
Great Neck
H L Picard PC
New York








Craig A Northacker PC
Rockville Centre
Arthur Place & Company PC
Albany
Notaris & Ginsberg 
New York




H S Pomerantz & Company 
New York
Thomas K O’Brien PC 
New York






Jens A Olsen 
New York
Price Waterhouse



























Reffsin Feldman Klein & Co
Jericho, New York
Ronald A Schechter 
New York
Reich & Reich PC
Mineola
Louis J Schiff Co PC
Brooklyn












Alan D Rosenberg PC 
New York
Schunk Wilson & Weinreber PC
Buffalo
Rosenfarb & Licata 
New York




Sciarabba Walker & Co
Ithaca
David C Rosenzweig PC 
New York
Judith S Segall 
New York










Serra McGrath & Stewart 
Lindenhurst
Roy Cole & Speranza 
Astoria




















Sheft Kahn & Company
Garden City
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Sherman & Kalmanowitz 
New York
Stulmaker Roach Dorfman & Co
Albany, Glens Falls, Johnstown
Siebert Murray & Sealfon PC
Rochester
Michael R Sullivan PC
Mineola






Suppa & Levittan PC
Lynbrook














Tait Weller & Baker
New York
Slocum DeAngelus & Cusack PC
Albany, Schenectady












Telling & Potter PC
Lake Placid, Plattsburgh, Ticonderoga
Spar & Boyer
Dobbs Ferry
Teuscher & Whipple PC
Olean, Portville
Sperry Cuono Holgate & Churchill PC
Catskill, Hudson, Kingston, Tannersville
Earnest Thomas
Riverdale
Arthur J Spezio 
Rochester
Thompson & Company PC
Brooklyn
Spicer & Oppenheim 
New York
Les Thompson & Co
New York
Stanley Stahl & Co
Freeport
Tischfeld & Co
Great Neck, New York
Brian Staples
Canton
Frederick S Todman & Co 
New York
Starr & Co
Great Neck, New York




Westbury W M Turnof & Co 
New York
Steinberg Steckler & Picciurro PC
New York Urbach Kahn & Werlin PC









Weber Lipshie & Co





Albert M Vanasco PC 
New York








Dennis P Wymer 
Olean
Jay L Wallberg & Company 
New York
Yohalem Gillman & Company 
New York
















Watkins Schreer & Stein PA 
New York
Zucker & Zucker PC 
New York
Watson Rice & Company 
New York
Mark D Zuckerman PC
New York, White Plains
Steve Wei
Flushing












Weissbarth Altman & Michaelson
New York, Rye








A T Allen & Company
Raleigh
Arthur Andersen & Co
Charlotte, Greensboro, Raleigh
Austin Falls & Yandle
Charlotte, Concord




James F Baker PA
Raeford
BDO Seidman
Charlotte, Greensboro, High Point




Brock Berry & Padgett
Shallotte, Southport, Wilmington
W Davis Browne III
Cherryville






Cherry Bekaert & Holland




A Johnson Chestnutt & Company
Fayetteville
Ray L Clinebelle Jr PA
Raleigh




Crisp Hughes & Co
Asheville, Boone, Burnsville, Sylva,
Waynesville
Daniel Taylor Carrick and Co PC
Lexington






Raleigh, Research Triangle Park, 
Sanford, Southern Pines
Dixon Odom & Co
Charlotte, Concord, Greensboro, High 
Point, Raleigh, Rockingham, Salisbury, 
Southern Pines, Thomasville
S Preston Douglas & Associates
Elizabethtown, Lumberton, Whiteville
Durham Martin Jenkins & Co
Hickory, Raleigh
Ernst & Young








Dale Edward Fox PA
Gastonia
Walter M Fulp III PA
Lexington
Garrett and Davenport PC
Durham, Raleigh
D E Gatewood and Company
Raleigh, Winston-Salem
Gilliam Coble & Moser
Burlington















Hobbs Crossley & Blacka PA
Charlotte






















Lowrimore Warwick & Co
Greenville, Morehead City, Wilmington










Greenville, Hickory, Morehead City, 










Nunn Brashear & Co PA
Goldsboro
















Theodore E Peterson Jr
Charlotte
Pittard Perry Crone Inc
Ahoskie, Belhaven, Fayetteville, 
Goldsboro, Greenville, La Grange. 
Mount Olive, New Bern, Pinehurst, 
Plymouth, Raeford, Rockingham, 
Williamston, Wilson
Pittman Casey Price & Co PA
Beaufort, Fayetteville, Goldsboro, 
Havelock, Jacksonville, Red Springs, 
Whiteville













Root Sawyer Wilkerson Woods & Co
Greensboro, Winston-Salem
Sharrard McGee & Co PA
Greensboro, High Point
Smith Sapp Bookhout Crumpler & 
Calliham PA
North Myrtle Beach
William W Stanaland III
Winston-Salem

















Williams Overman Pierce & Company
Greensboro, Raleigh
Wilson Fox & Co
Roxboro




Charles Bailly & Company
Bismarck, Fargo, Oakes
Brady Martz & Associates PC
Bismarck, Grand Forks, Minot
Cleveland Power & Williams PC
Bismarck
Drees Riskey & Nordell Ltd
Grand Forks




Fiebiger Swanson West & Co
Fargo
























Zine Hoover and Voller PC
Williston
W W Weispfenning Ltd
Oakes






Arthur Andersen & Co
Cincinnati, Cleveland, Columbus,
Dayton, Toledo
Anderson Vogt & Co
Warren
Arena & Harrison Inc
Columbus
S R Arner & Co
Canton






Ball & Associates Inc
Solon
Barnes Dennig & Co
Cincinnati
Barnes Wendling Cook & O’Connor Inc
Cleveland, Elyria












Bolon Hart & Buehler Inc
Columbus
Brady Ware & Company Inc
Dayton
Brell Holt Kissoff & Bracken
Toledo
Bruner Cox Lotz Syler & Graves
Akron, Canton
Buckingham & Associates Inc
Findlay
Patrick J Burke & Co
Cincinnati
Louis Buschle & Associates Inc
Cincinnati
Card Palmer Sibbison & Co
Cleveland, Westlake




John A Cindia Inc
Canal Fulton
Ciulla Stephens & Co
Cleveland
Ciuni & Panichi Inc
Beachwood
Clark Schaefer Hackett & Co
Cincinnati, Dayton, Middletown,
Springfield, Worthington
Clifton Gunderson & Co
Cleveland













Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland,
Columbus, Dayton
Corbets & Zaylor Co
Solon







Joseph Decosimo and Company
Cincinnati







Thomas R Denehy Jr
North Royalton
John F Dickey & Co
Cincinnati, Fairfield
Dilley & Moore Inc
Cambridge
William Ditty and Company
Hilliard
Dixon Francis Davis & Oneson Inc
Hebron
Dohner Louis & Stephens Inc
Dayton
Daniel E Dolney Inc
Brunswick
D L Donohoo & Co
Batavia
Dull Ault Henderson & Co
Arcanum, Celina, Greenville




Economou & Flood PC
West Chester
Ernst & Young
Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland, 
Columbus, Dayton, Toledo, Youngstown
Ferber & Weinstein Inc
Beachwood
Ferguson Hammond & Davis
Willoughby
Financial Consulting Associates Inc
Holland




Frank Seringer & Chaney Inc
Amherst, Ashland, Galion, Wooster
Frauenthal & Associates Co
Cleveland
A S Fricano Inc
East Liverpool
















Greene & Wallace Inc
Columbus








Hall Kistler & Company
Canton
Hausman & Taylor Co
Beachwood
Hausser + Taylor
Canton, Cleveland, Columbus, Elyria, 
Medina
Heidlebaugh & Associates Inc
Findlay
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Heinick Apple & Co
Akron
Mack & Mack Inc
Middletown
Hill Barth & King
Alliance, Salem, Warren, Youngstown
Mahle Wack Zaidain & Co
Miamisburg
Howard & Nunn Inc
Cincinnati








Mathews Gallovic Granito & Co
Mentor




Kamphaus Henning Hood & Sicking Inc
Cincinnati
Owen E McCafferty Inc 
North Olmsted
Terance L Kelley Inc
Akron
McCrate Delaet & Co
Sidney
Knox and Knox 
Orrville
McLain Hill Rugg & Associates Inc
Lancaster, Logan, New Lexington, 
Zanesville
Kopperman & Wolf Co
Cleveland McManamon Gilbert & Doeringer 
Rocky River
KPMG Peat Marwick
Akron, Canton, Cincinnati, Cleveland, 
Columbus, Toledo
Meaden & Moore Inc
Cleveland, Dublin, Wooster






Mesarvey Russell & Co
Columbus, Springfield






















Netherwood & Company Inc
Cincinnati




Lublin Sussman Rosenberg and 
Damrauer
Defiance, Fremont, Toledo
Nickles Zorn & Assoc Inc
Sandusky
Norman Jones Enlow & Co
Lytkowski & Co Inc
Cleveland
Dublin, Lancaster, Reynoldsburg, 
Zanesville
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Oles Kirch & Associates
Columbus




Mitchell D Potterf Inc
Westerville




Columbus, Dayton, Dublin, Toledo
Prijatel & Koss Inc
Willoughby Hills




Rea & Associates Inc
Cambridge, Coshocton, Lima, Medina, 
Millersburg, New Philadelphia
Reeb MacLaren & Steedman Inc
Dublin




Farald L Riegel & Co Inc
Dayton
Rippe & Kingston Co PSC
Cincinnati
Ritchey and Associates Inc
Zanesville






Sander Shifman and Brannick
Columbus, Dayton, Springfield
Schneider Downs & Co Inc
Columbus
Schoenfeld Kopp Smith Skelley & Co PC
Dayton
Schroedel Scullin & Bestic Inc
Canfield
Shafer Stout & Duncan Inc
Dayton
Shoemaker Gaffney & Company
Cincinnati
Skoda Minotti Reeves & Co
Mayfield Village
Joseph A Smith & Co Inc
Cincinnati
Smith Payne & Co
Norwalk, Sandusky
S R Snodgrass & Company AC
Ashtabula, Mentor, Steubenville










Steyer Huber & Associates
Archbold, Defiance, Van Wert
Shirley A Stiers
Greenville
Swallen Lawhun Hubbard &
Abraham Inc
Akron, Canton, Massillon
David A Tissot & Company
Akron
Turpin Long & Wilson Inc
Orrville, Wooster
Robert F Uhrig Co
Cincinnati
Frank H Umberg & Co
Cincinnati





















Paul Weiner & Associates
Cleveland
Wilson Shannon & Snow Inc
Newark






















Bryan Little & Hampton Inc PC
Bartlesville
Call Barrick Ethridge Webb & Co
Cushing, Drumright, Pawnee, Perry, 
Stillwater
Cole & Reed PC
Oklahoma City
























Elmer and Associates Inc
Edmond
Emmons Hartog & Sartain
Tulsa












Gray & Company PC
Norman




Hale and Meier Inc
Oklahoma City
Hall & Company PC
Oklahoma City




Horne & Company PC
Ada





John M Noftsger Jr
Oklahoma City
Baxter Johnson Jr Inc
Oklahoma City




Casey J Russell Inc
Oklahoma City
Kennedy and Coe 
Alva
Stephen H Sanders Inc
Shawnee
T Philip Kierl Jr 
Oklahoma City




Stanfield & O’Dell PC
Lawton, Owasso, Tulsa






Stotts Barclay Pettus Moore Whipple 
& Dugan Inc
Bartlesville, Tulsa
Magee Rausch & Shelton 
Tulsa Talbot & Company PC
Oklahoma City
Mayberry & Co
Sapulpa David 0 Tate
Mangum
Lyle McGowan 




Murrell Hall McIntosh & Co PC
Moore, Norman




Muskrat & Duncan Inc
Broken Arrow Williams & Company Inc
Durant
George S Nobles 




















Aldrich Kilbride and Tatone 
Salem
Donaca Battleson Kerkoch & Co PC
Bend
Alten Sakai & Co
Portland
Wayne J Doty PC
Gresham




Barnett Dennis & Moro 
Hermiston
Kathleen E Engele 
Beaverton




Kathleen L Bernards 
McMinnville
Erickson Donnelly & Co
Coos Bay






Eveson Snyder Lincoln & Co
La Grande
Boldt Carlisle & Smith
Salem, Stayton








Fischer Caplan & Bennett
Lake Oswego, Salem










Ford Black & Co PC
Portland
Connelly Heinsoo & Kuhns 
Salem




Brent F Goodfellow PC
Beaverton








DeLap White & Raish 
Portland






DiLorenzo Hess & Company PC
Beaverton
John H Hancock 
Salem
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A E Hudspeth & Company PC
Portland
Isler & Co
Eugene, Klamath Falls, Medford, 
Portland
Ivey Jacobson & Stone
Lake Oswego
Jones & Roth PC
Eugene, Hillsboro, Springfield
Jones & Vawter PC
Portland
Kent and Snow
Oregon City, Portland, Salem, Tualatin
Kernutt Stokes Brandt & Co
Eugene
Kohnen Larson and Company
Eugene






























Niemi Holland & Scott
Forest Grove, Hillsboro, Portland
Nixon Lee & Company PC
Tigard
Oster Arntz & Nichols
Baker, Burns
Paul & Company PC
Portland
























Rooper Onstott Broehl & Way PC
Hood River, The Dalles

















Stover Neyhart & Co PC
Corvallis








George R Weber PC
Portland
Williamson & Anderson PC
Roseburg
Yergen and Meyer




Thomas Ulrich Abplanalp 
Easton





Camp Hill, Carlisle, Harrisburg, 
Lewistown
Alpern Rosenthal & Company 
Pittsburgh Frederick W Bresswein
Lehighton
Don J Altman
Brookville, Clarion Brinker Simpson & Co
Drexel Hill
Arthur Andersen & Co
Lancaster, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh







Lebanon Brown Schwab Bergquist & Co
Erie
Barbacane Thornton & Company 
Media Buckler & McKenney
Monroeville
Halcolm B Bard
Kane Buckno Lisicky and Company 
Allentown
Barnes Saly & Co
Johnstown Burton & Browse
Doylestown, Newtown
Stockton Bates & Company
Hershey, Lancaster, Philadelphia
Baum Smith & Clemens
Lansdale
Buseck Barger Bleil & Co Inc
Erie





















Cogen Sklar Levick & Co
Bala-Cynwyd, Philadelphia
Beucler Kelly & Co Ltd
Wayne






Black Bashor & Porsch
Greenville, Sharon




Coleman Abbondanza & Co Inc
Erie
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Coles Dietz Mustaro & Thomas
Broomall
Concannon Gallagher Miller & Co
Allentown, Bethlehem, Easton, Reading
Coopers & Lybrand
Harrisburg, Philadelphia, Pittsburgh, 
Wayne
Croft Bilker & Drozd PC







Dernar Scarano & Thomson
Murrysville
Detweiler Hershey & Associates
Brownstown, Souderton




Dorwart Andrew and Company
Lancaster
Daniel F Doster Jr
Lancaster
Dreese Gearhart & Associates
Mifflinburg, Williamsport
Dreslin and Company Inc
Doylestown, Lansdale, Norristown,
Pottstown, West Chester




Eckersley & Eckersley PC
Scranton
Elko Fischer McCabe & Rudman
Media, Norristown, West Chester









Fegley & Associates PC
Plymouth Meeting, Tamaqua
Ferraro Krebs & McMurtry
Pittsburgh





Jeffrey E Flickinger & Co Inc
Gettysburg, York




George W McColl Frank & Co
Wallingford
Frazier Sandzimier & Company
Uniontown
Friedlander Dunn & Company
Horsham
Sylvan J Gatti & Company
Paoli
Gazonas Kappeler & Co PC
Drexel Hill
Thomas A Geisler & Co PC
Pittsburgh
Glickman Berkovitz Levinson &
Weiner PC
Fort Washington






S D Goldfine & Company
Wayne
W N Goodman & Co Inc
Easton





Gross Heller & Company
Huntingdon Valley
Groves Rabold & Company Ltd
Myerstown






J R Hanna & Co PC
Rosemont




Herbein + Company Inc
Pittsburgh, Reading
Joseph M Hilger & Co
Philadelphia, Valley Forge
Hill Barth & King







Walter Hopkins & Company
Clearfield, Philipsburg
Horovitz Rudoy & Roteman
Pittsburgh
Hoyt Devine & Company Ltd
Berwyn








Kaplan Sipos & Associates
Pittsburgh
Karpac Baca & Company PC
Langhorne




L H Kerschner & Co PC
Allentown






Kochenour Earnest Smyser & Burg
Shrewsbury, York
KPMG Peat Marwick
Allentown, Harrisburg, Lancaster, 








Kuntz Lesher Siegrist & Martini
Lancaster, Wyomissing
Kurtz Delewski McNaney Kulp
Harrisburg, Reading
M R Lamb & Associates
Pittsburgh
Landsburg Platt & Flax
Philadelphia
Laventhol & Horwath
Harrisburg, Media, Philadelphia, 
Wilkes-Barre
Lawrence Mazzoni and Company
Mount Pocono, Wilkes-Barre















MacAlpine Carll & Co
Philadelphia
MacDade Abbott & Co
Paoli
Maillie Falconiero & Company
Oaks, Pottstown, West Chester
Mantas Ohliger & McGary PC
King of Prussia
Margolis & Company PC
Bala-Cynwyd
H R Margolis Company
Bala-Cynwyd








McGill Power Bell & Company
Grove City, Hermitage, Meadville






Joseph P Melvin Company PC
Wayne





















































Rainer & Company PC
Newtown Square







Renzi Pinti & Co
Philadelphia




Alvin S Rosenberg PC
Bala-Cynwyd
Rosenberg Druker & Company
Holland
Ross Buehler Falk & Company
Lancaster


















Schneider Downs & Co Inc
Pittsburgh
Seligman Friedman and Company
Camp Hill, Lancaster, York
Peter L Shaffer and Associates
Allentown
Sharkey Piccirillo & Company
Du Bois, Ridgway
Shea Oesterle Siana & Deegan
Paoli
Shotz Miller & Glusman PC
Philadelphia
Jeffrey A Singer PC
Philadelphia









S R Snodgrass & Company AC
Beaver Falls










Stein Rhoades & Co PC
St Davids
Stiteler Douglas & Clarke Ltd
West Chester
David A Stortz & Associates
Emmaus
Sturgill Rager & Lehman Chartered
Hanover












Terry & Stephenson PC
Philadelphia, Pittsburgh
Thomas C Thompson Jr
Towanda











Trout Ebersole and Groff
Harrisburg, Lancaster
Uchitel Kaliser & Company
Glenside
Urish Popeck & Co
Pittsburgh, Washington




Carbis Walker & Associates






Weiss Freedman Roomberg &
Strouss PC
Jenkintown












Jan P Wolgamuth Sr
York
Woolard Krajnik and Company
Exton, Lansdale






Angel L Acosta Marquez
Carolina
Arthur Andersen & Co
San Juan
Miguel J Carbonell Jr
Hato Rey
Cardona Irizarry & Co
Rio Piedras
Diego Chevere & Co
Caparra Heights Station







Hato Rey, Ponce, San Juan









Francisco Garcia de Quevedo
Caguas









Hato Rey, San Juan
Laventhol & Horwath
Hato Rey




































Kieliszak Eggert & Company
Jamestown, Providence
Ernest A Almonte 
Greenville
Mardo Lachapelle & Co Inc 
Providence




Casten & Company 
Middletown
Murphy & Company 
Providence
Cayer Prescott Associates Inc
Providence, Woonsocket




Piccerelli Gilstein & Co
Providence




Ernst & Young 
Providence
Rooney Plotkin & Willey
Newport, Providence
Finkel DiSanto Fine & Co
Providence
Sansiveri Ryan Sullivan & Co
Newport, Providence, Westerly
Robert R Fournier 
Woonsocket
Sparrow Johnson & Ursillo Inc
Providence, West Warwick
Fradin Gessman & Co 
Warwick
Sullivan & Company Inc 
Providence
Gaines Vollucci & Co Ltd
Warwick




Michael W Tripp 
East Providence
Gorman & Ferolito Inc
Cranston
Ward Fisher & Company 
Providence


















Bernard N Ackerman PA
Rock Hill
Elliott Davis & Company
Anderson, Greenville, Greenwood, 
Rock Hill
Arthur Andersen & Co
Columbia Ernst & Young
Charleston, Columbia, Greenville,
Arnold Costigan & Company
Aiken
Spartanburg
Finch Hamilton & Co
Baird & Company 
Aiken
Columbia
Gamble Givens & Moody PA
Bates Buie Lindsay Evans and Rabon
Myrtle Beach, Pawleys Island
Charleston, North Charleston, 
Summerville
Benson Bultman King & Palmer
Sumter




Griffin Beach & McCoy PA
Walterboro
Charles E Boggs 
Lancaster
Harris Swaim Brown & Elliott PA
Spartanburg




Burch Oxner Seale Co PA
Florence
Humphries & Company 
Charleston
Burkett Burkett & Burkett PA
Cayce-West Columbia, Lexington
J W Hunt & Company 
Columbia
Chellis Mitchum & Company
Charleston, Summerville
Thomas Clayton Johnson 
Greer
Cherry Bekaert & Holland
Beaufort, Florence, Hilton Head Island, 
Myrtle Beach, Spartanburg
Johnston Marion & Company
Charleston
Keown Kern & Company






Kenneth Cobb & Company
Mullins, Myrtle Beach John E Lee Jr PA 
Moncks Corner
Collins & Company
Walterboro Lister & Smith
Greenville, Greer, Lyman
Coopers & Lybrand 
Columbia Lowrance & Wildman 
Columbia
Crisp Hughes & Co
Greenville Wilson MacEwen & Co
Sumter
Deloitte & Touche
Columbia, Greenville Stephen F Marko
Surfside Beach
Duncan Farmer & Hartsell PA







McKnight Frampton and Co PA
Charleston
David N Wirth PA
Columbia




R J Nagy & Company
Columbia








Ritter & Ritter PA
Greenville
Robinson Grant & Co PA
Beaufort, Hilton Head








George O Short & Associates PC
Greenville
W Paul Skelton Jr
Spartanburg
Smith Kesler & Company PA
Gaffney
Smith Sapp Bookhout Crumpler & 
Calliham PA
Myrtle Beach
Carroll D Solesbee PA
Spartanburg
Tourville Jones Simpson & Henderson
Columbia










Charles Bailly & Company
Sioux Falls




Doherty Carmody & Co
Sioux Falls
Eide Helmeke & Co
Aberdeen, Sioux Falls




Ketel Thorstenson & Co
Rapid City, Spearfish, Sturgis
Kohlman Bierschbach & Anderson
Lemmon, Mobridge





Pierre, Rapid City, Sioux Falls
Darlene A Nesson
Huron
Person Thurman Carlon & Co
Mitchell, Platte, Sioux Falls
Casey Peterson & Associates Ltd
Rapid City
David Pummel & Associates
Belle Fourche, Deadwood










Arthur Andersen & Co
Chattanooga, Memphis, Nashville
Arnold Spain & Company PC
Jackson
Bacon Howard and Hodge
Knoxville, Oak Ridge




Michael Barto & Company
Chattanooga













Carmichael Enoch & Assoc
Dyersburg






Cherry Bekaert & Holland
Knoxville, Nashville




































Gillespie & Sherrod PC
Maryville




Hall Davidson & Associates PC
Murfreesboro
Hamilton & Price PC
Knoxville
Hazlett Lewis & Bieter
Chattanooga








Hill Neal & Allen PC
Brentwood
Holland Walden & Associates
Lebanon
Hoover Harrison Associates PC
Kingsport

















Kraft Bros Esstman Patton & Harrell
Columbia, Nashville
Lattimore Black Morgan & Cain PC
Nashville
Fred K Lawrence Jr & Assoc PC
Jackson
Maggart & Associates PC
Nashville












Edwin B Peel Jr
Nashville







Johnson City, Memphis, Nashville
Pugh & Company PC
Gatlinburg, Johnson City, Knoxville
Bobbie Oats Rancher
Knoxville
















Stone Rudolph & Henry
Clarksville
Thompson Breeding Dunn Creswell &
Sparks
Knoxville, McKenzie, Paris, Trenton, 
Union City
Thompson Rogers & Williams
Chattanooga
Thoni Hinton & Warren
Nashville
Thurman Campbell & Co
Clarksville
Totherow Haile & Welch
McMinnville
Uiberall Leib Blockman Perry PC
Memphis
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Van Landingham and Company
Chattanooga
Watkins Watkins & Keenan
Memphis
Robert L Weaver PC
Johnson City
Wentworth & Olson PC
Springfield
Whitehorn Tankersley & Co
Covington, Memphis
Williams and Jerrolds PC
Savannah
Williams Crosslin Sparks & Vaden PC
Nashville
Winer Anderson & Company
Chattanooga




Work Fossett & Greer
Nashville










Arthur Andersen & Co
Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, Houston,
San Antonio, The Woodlands
George Angelos & Co
El Paso
Arms Jeffers & Co PC
Tyler




Ashley Early & Folwell PC
Abilene
Weldon Aston & Co PC
Fort Worth
Attel & Co PC
El Paso
Axley & Rode
Crockett, Livingston, Lufkin, Nacogdoches
Bailey Vaught Robertson & Company
Dallas, Fort Worth






Barber & Anderson PC
San Antonio
Bargman Conn & Company
Bedford, Dallas








Beason Jacks & Willis
Gladewater, Longview
Beddingfield & Lytle PC
Houston








Bixler Carlton Pittenger & Co PC
El Paso












Bock Rutherford & Co
El Paso






Botello Matthys & Co PC
San Antonio
Boucher Morgan & Young PC
Stephenville
Boutte Elmore & Company
Beaumont
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Bowie Craig & Co PC
El Paso
Cabaniss Horn & Domaschk PC
Houston
Boyd & Boyd Inc PC
Houston
Cage Neuhoff & Kalkwarf
San Antonio, Seguin














Carneiro Chumney & Co
San Antonio
Briggs & Veselka Co PC
Bellaire
Cawthron Wommack & Coker PC
Waco
Brockette & Associates PC
Dallas
Chapman & Company PC
Waco
Brockway Chupik and Gersbach PC
Temple
Cheshier and Fuller Inc PC 
Dallas




Brown Graham & Co PC
Amarillo, Canyon, Dimmitt, Friona, 
Georgetown, Hereford, Perryton, 
Shamrock, Spearman, Tulia




Brown Henry & Company 
Richardson Claywell Dickey Rush & Co PC 
Houston
Wm E Brown & Co PC 
Duncanville Rebecca J Clifford 
Paris
Harold H Brueckner
Irving Zelda M Cohen
Dallas
L Brandon Buchanan III
Midland Collier Johnson & Woods PC
Corpus Christi
Newton Buckley 
Allen Colton Stoner Starr Theisen & Co PC 
El Paso
Buffington & Company PC 
Houston Maggie Compton
Colorado City
Bumgardner Morrison & Company 
Victoria Condley and Company 
Abilene
Burch Fincher & Company PC
Dallas Conklin Hruzek & Co PC
Houston, The Woodlands
Blair Burleson
San Antonio Cooper Graci & Co
Austin
Burnside & Rishebarger 
San Antonio Coopers & Lybrand
Austin, Dallas, El Paso, Fort Worth,






Joe A Dominguez & Co 
El Paso




Cortez Garza & Morales 
McAllen






















Cross Kieschnick & Co
Corpus Christi, Sinton




Duvall Parr & Co PC
Hurst
Davey Darling & Co PC
Austin
Eads Hunter & Company PC
Dallas
Davis Clark and Company
Dallas
Easley Endres Parkhill & 
Brackendorff PC
Houston
Davis Duff & Company 
Houston Jack W Easterwood
Lubbock
Kenneth C Davis
Huntsville Eckert Ingrum Tinkler Oliphant & 
Featherston
Davis Kinard & Co PC 
Abilene
San Angelo
A T Economy Jr
Dwight Lauren Dawson 
Houston
Dallas




Edwards Lincoln & Stielow PC
Deloitte & Touche





Denny J Denman 
Houston Kenneth D Eichner PC
Houston
Mark B Dill
Borger Felix Einsohn & Co Inc PC
Dallas
Dillashaw Hawthorn & Co PC
Houston Paul J Ellenburg 
El Paso
Charles R Dixon
Houston Ernst & Young
Austin, Corpus Christi, Dallas,
Doll Karahal & Co PC
Dallas






























Michael G Figer PC
Austin
Gollob Morgan Peddy & Co PC
Tyler
Robert K Finley PC
Austin
Gonzalez Farias & Guerra
Laredo
Patrick K Fisher & Co PC
San Antonio
Rinaldo J Gonzalez PC
San Antonio
Fitts Roberts & Co Inc PC
Houston
Kenneth 0 Goolsby 
Marshall
Florey & Company PC
Odessa
Gowland Kincaid Strealy & Altheide PC
Corpus Christi
Flusche Van Beveren & Kilgore PC
Corpus Christi





Austin, Brownsville, Dallas, Houston, 
McAllen, Midland, San Antonio
Gayle R Fortson
Houston Carol H Graves
Bandera
Franks Branum & Company
Houston Green & McElreath
Houston
Marcel R Frey
Houston Grier Reeves and Lawley PC
Texarkana
Garcia & Pena
Weslaco L Franklin Griffin
Dallas
Garcia Marren & Company PC 
Brownsville H S Groesbeeck Jr
Austin
Gardner & Company
Houston Cary Grossman & Company 
Houston
Gaskill Pharis & Pharis PC
Dalhart Julio Guzman
McAllen
Geistweidt Neffendorf Klein & Knopp PC
Fredericksburg Haass & Co PC
San Antonio
David J Georgini
Houston Haley Winfrey & Company PC
Dallas
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Henry & Peters PC
Tyler














Hewell Bown Roberts & Brown
Longview
Hardisty Kelley Smith & Co
Monahans
W M Hewell & Company 
Dallas




Harrell Rader Bonner & Bolton
Palestine




Horace B Hill & Company PC
Bellaire
Harris Davis & Company PC
Irving
Barbara B Hodges PC
Baytown
Harrison Waldrop & Uherek 
Victoria
Hoffman Pederson & McBryde PC
Dallas
Jimmy W Harrod PC 
Henrietta
Hollis Huff & Company PC
Pasadena
Hartman Walton & Associates 
Fort Worth
Ted Y Hong PC 
Richardson
Hartzheim & Company PC 
San Antonio
Hopkins & Maxey PC
Houston
Harvey Hayden & Co PC
Dallas




Hutton Patterson & Company 
Dallas
Eugene A Hawkins Jr
Brownwood
James B Inglish & Co 
Houston
Haymes & Maedgen 
Houston
Ingram Wallis & Company PC
Bryan






Jackson Brophy & Company PC 
Dallas
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Jackson Klein & Co
Houston
Jennings Hawley Cederberg & Co PC
Corpus Christi, Houston








Jones Hay Sanders & Company
San Angelo




Jones Saegert & Co PC
Houston
Jones Sims Inc PC
Houston












Kennemer Vandaveer & Masters









William Kent Knox Jr
Austin
Knuckols DuVall Hallum & Co
Marshall
Koch Jennings & Co
Waco
Kowalsky Rose & Company PC
Laredo, San Antonio
KPMG Peat Marwick
Amarillo, Austin, Corpus Christi, Dallas, 
El Paso, Fort Worth, Houston, Lubbock, 
Midland, Odessa, San Antonio
Earl Lairson & Company
Houston
Lane Gorman Trubitt & Company
Dallas
George Lasky & Company
Dallas








Kenneth Leventhal & Company
Dallas, Houston












Long Chilton Payte & Hardin
Brownsville, Harlingen, McAllen
Danny W Looney PC
Dallas





Lowrey & Company 
San Antonio
McReynolds Reed Ferrell Moore & 
Co PC






Denver City Melton & Melton
Houston
Martin Cantrell & Associates PC
Dallas Mendez Koch & Doherty PC
San Antonio
Mason Warner & Company PC
Lubbock Fred P Mesch & Associates PC
Mathis West Huffines & Co PC
Wichita Falls
Arlington
Middleton Burns & Davis PC
Dallas
Frederick R Matthews & Associates 
New Braunfels David N Miller & Company Inc
Houston
Leland Sanders Matthews
Houston Pete S Miller 
Galveston
Mays Hitchings & Company 
Amarillo William Justin Miller & Associates
Dallas
Michael M McCall
Houston E Jordan Mills & Company PC
Dumas
McCaslin & Company PC
Fort Worth Mark John Mohr
Houston
McClelland Samuel & Fehnel 





J T McCormack PC 





McDonald Gipson Fletcher & Dietz PC
McAllen Morris Holmquest
Midland
McElhaney & Boman 
Garland Muller & Company PC
Dallas
Howard McElroy & Co PC
New Braunfels, San Antonio Mulloy & Company Dallas
Troy H McGee PC 
Athens
Dallas
Murray Gazaway & Co PC
Houston
McGee Wheeler & Co PC
Conroe, Houston Murski Hicks & Co
Dallas
McGinty & Assoc
Hereford Myers Crawford and Carter 
Mineral Wells
Carol S McIntosh 
Waco Mick N Nabors
Rockwall
Michael M McKenzie
Plano Gerald D Nelson PC 
Waco
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J Raymond Nelson 
Dallas
Kenneth A Poynor 
Abilene




Nussbaum Schwartz & Torres PC
El Paso
Price Waterhouse
Arlington, Austin, Dallas, Fort Worth, 
Houston, San Antonio
Oakerson Arnold Walker & Co
Mount Pleasant Rader O’Neal McGuinness & Company 
Houston
James D Odell 
San Antonio
 
Ratcliff Stockton Scurry & Torres PC
El Paso
Sal Olimpio & Co
Dallas Paul E Raudenbush 
El Paso
Richard D Orrock PC
Dallas Ray & Company PC
Abilene
Padgett Stratemann & Co








Pecos Charles E Reed & Associates PC
Port Arthur
Pannell Kerr Forster
Dallas, Houston Retter & Associates
Lewisville
Parrish Moody & Fikes PC
Marlin, Waco Rhea Prucka & Morrison 
Midland
Pate & Parmer PC
Levelland M Richardson & Co PC
Irving
Patel & Patel
Corpus Christi Riquelmy and Clesi 
Houston
Patout & Company PC
Navasota
 
Rister Dunbar Broaddus & Co PC
El Paso
David Patrick & Co PC
Houston James L Roberts
Austin
Pattillo Brown & Hill
Waco H V Robertson & Company
Amarillo, Dalhart
H Pearson and Company 
Dallas Robison Green & Company 
Lubbock
Robin Perrone & Associates PC
Corpus Christi James E Rodgers & Co PC
Hamlin
Pickens Snodgrass Koch & Partners
Arlington Richard R Rodriguez 
Garland
Pingleton Nichols Kissinger Howard 
& Company PC
Dallas, Frisco
Rogers Fitzhugh & Co PC
El Paso
Pittman O’Daniel & Co
Grapevine













Smith Lambright & Assoc PC
Athens
St Jean & St Jean PC
Houston




















Spillar Mitcham Wilson & Eaton 
Fort Worth
Schulse Hartwig Richter & Company
Houston, Kerrville
Sproles Woodard
Fort Worth, Midland, Odessa
Judy Lynn Scott
Houston
Squyres Johnson Squyres & Co
Tyler
Seidel Schroeder and Company
Brenham, Sealy
Steirman Whitfield and Co PC
Orange
Sellers Mitchell & Tinsley PC
Houston




Stovall Grandey & Whatley PC
Fort Worth
Shaw Willis & Witherspoon PC
Ennis
Stubbs & Fritsch PC
Corpus Christi




Garland R Shelton & Co
Austin
Tannebaum Bindler + Company PC 
Dallas
John E Shinn 
Ben Wheeler
Tate & Associates PC
Amarillo










Thompson & Moran PC
Dallas






J Shaw Skinner Jr
Alpine
Baytown









Wignall McGee & Co
Dallas
Tschirhart & Oroian 
San Antonio










Edward L Turner PC
Dallas
Wayne E Witzsche 
Austin




Van Burkleo Powell Davis & Co
Weslaco
Wood & Associates PC
Dallas
Donald F Van Leeuwen
San Antonio
Wood & Thomas PC
Sugar Land








Philip Vogel & Co PC
Dallas
Richard C Wortham & Associates
Dallas
Walker Pfullmann & Pfullmann Inc
Luling, San Antonio, Seguin
Wossene & Humphrey 
Houston
Terrance K Wallberg 
Southlake
Wright & Company PC
Arlington
Wallingford McDonald Fox & Co 
Houston
John W Wyatt PC
Austin


















W K Wheaton PC
Houston








Kimball & Roberts PC
Richfield














Bartley B Morrill PC
Roosevelt
Crouch and Wood PC
Ogden




Stephen F Petersen & Associates
Salt Lake City
Edwin Reese Davis Jr
South Jordan
















Schmitt Griffiths Smith Haws & Co PC
Ogden





Provo, Salt Lake City
Smith and Anderson
Salt Lake City
Hafen Buckner & Company
St George
Smith Livingston & Company PC
Salt Lake City
Hansen Barnett & Maxwell
Salt Lake City
Sorensen Chiodo & May PC
Midvale






Craig Stayner & Co
Salt Lake City




Haynie & Company PC
Salt Lake City
Tebbs and Smith PC
Salt Lake City
Huber Erickson & Butler
Salt Lake City
Wiggins & Co
Brigham City, Ogden, Salt Lake City
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Cindy A Gagnon PC
Lyndonville
Gallagher Flynn & Company
Burlington
Hull Fothergill Segale & Company PC
Montpelier
Jacobs Morrissette Marchand &
Associates
Burlington














A M Peisch & Co
Burlington, Rutland, St Albans, 
St Johnsbury, White River Junction
Joseph Pieciak & Company PC
Brattleboro
Michael A Poalino PC
Rutland
Roderic A Sherman & Company
Montpelier
Smith Batchelder & Rugg
Burlington, Montpelier








Brammer Chasen & O’Connell









M S Allen II
Richmond
















B J Bearden & Company PC
Springfield








Biegler & May PC
Richmond












James M Bridges Ltd
Woodbridge
Brown Dakes Wannall and Nobrega PC
Fairfax
Brown Edwards & Company
Abingdon, Bristol, Roanoke, Salem
Bruner Kane & McCarthy Ltd
Alexandria
Burdette & Fritz Ltd PC
Fairfax
Burrus Paul and Turnbull
Newport News, Norfolk
Campbell Veltri & Clark Ltd
Chantilly





































Hamilton R Dwyer Jr
Chesapeake
Edmondson Ledbetter & Ballard
Norfolk
Eggleston Smith Hall Cotman &
Company PC
Newport News, Williamsburg




J Dennis Farrell Jr
Richmond
Feddeman Lesche & Tate
Alexandria
Firebaugh & Berry Inc PC
Roanoke
Ford Hogg & Cobbe PC
Martinsville, Stuart
Foti Flynn Lowen & Company
Roanoke
Frank & Company PC
McLean






















Frederick B Hill and Company
Norfolk




S B Hoover & Company
Harrisonburg
Jacobson & Waranch PC
Virginia Beach
Johnson and Dooley PC
Danville, Richmond
Brian J Kane PC
Annandale
















Manning Perkinson Floyd & Company 
PC
Danville, Martinsville
Martin Dolan & Holton Ltd
Glen Allen

















O’Connor & Desmarais PC
McLean








R L Persinger & Company
Bedford, Covington, Galax, Staunton,
Wytheville
Phibbs Burkholder Geisert & Huffman
Fredericksburg, Harrisonburg
Robert Philipson & Company
Richmond
Price Waterhouse
Falls Church, Norfolk, Richmond
Tom Pufnock & Associates
Norfolk
Raetz and Hawkins PC
Lexington
Rauch Witt & Company
Newport News, Suffolk, Virginia Beach,
Williamsburg






George Ellis Redford IV
Richmond




Charles A Robinson Assoc
Norfolk
Russell Evans & Thompson
Herndon, Leesburg
Sabatini & Winn PC
Richmond






Schreiner Legge and Company
Alexandria, Springfield
H Schwarz & Co PC
Roanoke
Fred C Shelton Jr
Amherst




Swart & Lalande Ltd
Fairfax






Thompson Greenspon & Co PC
Fairfax
Warren Bandy & Eley
Virginia Beach










Yeakel & Associates Inc
Falls Church
Yount Hyde & Barbour PC




Arthur Andersen & Co
Bellevue, Seattle
Ronald D Anderson PS
Spokane








Bennett Spurgeon Stabler Hammack
Switzer & Lien PS
Bellevue
Benson & McLaughlin PS
Bellevue, Seattle
Benton Benton & Company
Tacoma








Bowen Hafey & Pennington
Centralia, Olympia
Boyd Olofson & Co PS
Yakima
Branch Richards Anderson & Co PS
Seattle
Brantley Janson & Co PS
Federal Way






Robert A Chace Inc PS
Longview
William R Chatham PS
Tukwila








Cordell Neher & Co
Wenatchee
Cox & Gracia PS
Bellevue










Frumenti Lander & Wallace PS
Vancouver








Greenwood Ohlund & Co
Seattle
Hagen Kurth Perman & Co PS
Seattle







Hascal Sjoholm & Co PS
Everett, Mill Creek
Hawthorne & Company PS
Seattle
Hayden Ross & Co
Pullman
Hersman Series Inc PS
Kirkland
Homchick Koch Clark & Smith
Wenatchee




Johnson Stone Deaton Pagano &
Company
Tacoma


















Leffel Otis & Warwick PS
Davenport, Odessa, Ritzville, Wilbur
LeMaster & Daniels
Colfax, Kennewick, Moses Lake, Omak, 
Othello, Pullman, Quincy, Spokane
Vivat Lin
Seattle






McClain Crouse & Co PS
Port Angeles
McDirmid Mikkelsen & Secrest PS
Spokane
McFarland & Alton PS
Spokane
Gregory D McLeod PS
Long Beach
Metcalf Hodges and Co
Bellingham
Monroe Lance & DeFrancisco PS
Longview




Everett, Seattle, Tacoma, Vancouver, 
Yakima
Nelson & Baker PS
Tacoma
Niemi Holland & Scott
Kennewick, Longview, Olympia, 
Walla Walla








Pendergast Bolson and Erickson PS
Bellevue
Perry Shelton and Associates
Seattle
Peterson & Associates PS
Mount Vernon, Vancouver







Howard C Ragan PS
Longview
Rosenberger and Cook PS
Lynnwood
Harvey J Rothschild III
Bellevue
Ruljancich Blume Loveridge & Co
Bellevue










Searing Gitelson & Keeslar
Renton
Smith & DeKay PS
Kirkland
Smith Carr & McLane PS
Tacoma








Sterling Kuder & Company PS
Seattle
Stone Michael & Co PS
Seattle


















Voldal Wartelle & Co PS
Bellevue
Webb Accountancy Corp PS
Cashmere, Leavenworth
Wintch Tobiason and Company
Arlington, Everett
























































Smith Elliott Kearns & Company
Martinsburg




Tetrick Bartlett & Co
Clarksburg
Toothman Rice & Co
Buckhannon, Clarksburg
Trainer Wright & Paterno






Arthur Andersen & Co
Milwaukee
Anderson Bowen & Company
Eau Claire, Menomonie
Inge Alverson Bacon
Baileys Harbor, Sister Bay
Baillies Denson Erickson & Smith SC
Appleton
Bartz Postl & Associates Inc
Greenfield
W J Bauman Associates Ltd
Eau Claire, Rice Lake, River Falls
BDO Seidman
Milwaukee
Cerbins Wyss Reffue & Pas
Monroe
Clifton Gunderson & Co
Eau Claire, Green Bay, Kenosha, 
Madison, Marshfield, Milwaukee, 
Neenah, Oshkosh, Racine, 
Stevens Point, Tomah, Waupaca




Dahl Stienessen & Lentz
Eau Claire




Michael S Deutsch Ltd
Delavan








Esterbrooks Lomen Scott & 
Signorelli Ltd
Superior
Fishkin Dippel & Horman SC
Baraboo, Reedsburg
James T Fox SC
Mequon
Grant Thornton
Appleton, Fond du Lac, Madison




Hawkins Ash Baptie & Company
Green Bay, La Crosse, Manitowoc, 
Marshfield, Medford, Sturgeon Bay, 
Wisconsin Rapids
Henquinet Unger & Walters SC
Marinette
Houghton Taplick & Co
Madison
Jannsen & Co SC
Milwaukee












Klinzing & Klinzing SC
Madison
Kolb Lauwasser & Co SC
Milwaukee







Luttig & Anunson SC
Madison
Madnek Cohen & Leack SC
Milwaukee





Ashland, Janesville, La Crosse,
Superior
McMahon Schleifer & Wood
Eau Claire
McNally & Company SC
Janesville




Morton Nehls & Tierney SC
Brookfield, Madison
Mueller & Sebena SC
Brookfield










Radke & Schlesner SC
Milwaukee
Redlin Browne and Co SC
New Berlin
R B Rewalt SC
Appleton
Schenck & Associates SC
Appleton, Fond du Lac, Green Bay,
Sheboygan, Stevens Point
Schumaker Romenesko & Assoc SC
Appleton, Green Bay, Oshkosh
Michelle Serto
Kenosha
Shinners Hucovski and Company SC
Green Bay
H G Siepert & Company
Beloit




Smith Demuth & Black
Lake Geneva





Suby Von Haden & Associates SC







Vanderbloemen Hammond Associates 
SC
Milwaukee
Vanstone Foley & Wesson
Waukesha
Virchow Krause & Company
Beloit, Brookfield, Dodgeville, Eau Claire, 
Elkhorn, Fort Atkinson, Janesville, 
Lancaster, Madison, Oconomowoc, 
Platteville, Watertown, Whitewater
Vrakas Blum & Co SC
Brookfield






Williams Young & Associates
Madison, Racine
Winter Kloman Moter & Repp SC
Elm Grove, Oconomowoc
Wipfli Ullrich Bertelson
Chippewa Falls, Eagle River, Eau Claire, 
Green Bay, Hudson, Marshfield, 
Menomonie, Minocqua, New Richmond, 
Rhinelander, Rice Lake, Wausau, 
Wisconsin Rapids












Harris Huber and Company
Casper








Fred A Lockwood & Co PC
Torrington
Macy Lowham & Mason
Casper
McGIadrey & Pullen
Casper, Cheyenne, Gillette, Laramie
McKee Marburger & Co PC
Lander
Clifford H Moore and Company
Riverton




Leo Riley & Co
Casper




Regena L Simmons PC
Jackson




Firms that are members of the AICPA Division for CPA Firms are required to 
report to the Division each year certain information about the firm, which is 
available for public inspection. That information includes the following data:
■ Number and location of offices
■ Total number of partners or shareholders and non-CPAs with parallel status
■ Total number of CPAs
■ Total number of professional staff
■ Total number of personnel
■ An indication of whether pending litigation is expected to have a material 
effect on the firm’s financial condition or its ability to serve clients
Firms that are members of the SEC Practice Section are required to file the 
following additional information, which is also available for public 
inspection:
■ Specified information about the composition of gross fees, expressed in 
percentages, and specified information about the relationship of fees for 
management advisory services performed for SEC audit clients to audit 
fees for those clients, expressed in percentage ranges
■ Names of firms merged or acquired during the year and the number of 
offices, accounting and auditing personnel, and SEC clients acquired 
thereby
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